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Five Convicted in Trinity's Largest Cheating Scandal

KRISTIN POWELL

Chairman Melanie Stein (left) and Dean Mary Thomas
BY MICAH COGEN
AND KRISTIN POWELL

News Editors

After more than three weeks
of hearings and deliberations,
the Academic AffairsCommit-

tee ruled last Friday to punish
five of the fourteen students
suspected of willfully and
knowingly cheating last
semester in Professor Gary
Reger's Foundations of Greek
and Roman History class.
Three of the five students

convicted were sentenced to a
one semester suspension, and
one student received a one semester censure. As previously
reported by the Tripod, the TA
of the class received a three semester suspension. According
to a source close to the Academic Affairs Committee, the
censure was punishment for the
soliciting unauthorized materials, which the student chose not
to use.
Those sentenced to one semester suspensions were found
guilty of either soliciting and
distributing these materials or
soliciting and using them to aid
in taking the final exam.
While both Dean of Students
Mary Thomas and Chair of the
Academic Affairs Committee
Melanie Stein acknowledge that
the other nine students pos-

sessed unauthorized material
prior to the test, there was insufficient evidence to prove that
these students had either solicited, distributed, or used this
material. This was determined
from the testimony of the students.
. In addition, both acknowledged that many of the eighty
students in the class received
the material, but were unaware
of the dishonest nature of its
content.
The incident began last se-.
mester when Reger's TA emailed a copy of the final exam
to a number of students in the
class. The information was then
relayed through these students
to others in the class.
Only a single student contacted the professor prior to the
exam, with an anonymous e-

mail notifying him that copies
of the exam were in circulation.
After confirming this allegation with other students from
the class, Reger moved to
change the content of the test.
According to the Dean of Students Office, Reger, still unaware of the involvement of his
TA, split the class for the exam
and allowed the TA to proctor
one half.
Before the end of last semester, Reger became aware of the
TA's involvement and handed
the case over to the Academic
Affairs Committee, which began an investigation before the
end of the semester.
This case was heard and decided on the first day of classes
of the Spring semester, which
subsequently led to thirteen
See CHEATING on page five

Two Resident Assistants SGA Launches Campaign for Change
Speak After Mugging
I

By DAVIS ALBOHM

News Writer

men began to wave away the
two RA s, and then turned and
Tripod Staff
ran toward the Life Science Center.
On.Satujr.day, February ^ v a|,, ,,..."He looked angr.y.&ncLpM.k
10:40pm, four female students out," said the RA. When the two
were approached by an uniden- RA s said that they did not have
tified male, armed with a pistol, any money, the attacker began
who demanded money and to walk toward New Britain Ave.
took a ring from one of the stu- The incident from the time the
dents. Two of the students were two RA s walked out of Frobb
freshman residents of Little and saw the attacker with the
Dormitory. The other two were two freshmen, to the time that
Little RA s.
the attacker began to head toThe attacker, described as a ward New Britain Ave. was not
black male wearing a black more than two minutes, accordpuffy jacket, initially ap- ing to the RA. "It all happened
proached the two freshmen in very quickly," she said.
front of Frobb dormitory. At the
The two RA s then ran
same time, the two RA s were around Frobb and entered the
making their rounds. They ex- dorm through the Crescent St.
ited Frobb dormitory and saw entrance. After entering the
their two residents talking to a dorm, one of the RA s called
man, according to one of the RA Campus Safety and the other
s, who declined to give her called Jim Mournighan, the
name.
Area 1 Residential Fellow, on her
As they approached the two cell phone, which the attacker
residents, the attacker, who was had failed to take.
The two freshmen, meanfacing away from them, turned
toward the two RA s, and began while, had gone to Jones dorm,
to approach them. At the same according to the RA source.
time, according to the RA, he There they placed another call
revealed a "silver gun" and de- to Campus Safety, which had alSee MUGGING on page five
manded money. The two freshJAMES CABOT
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One year ago, the Office of
Residential Life distributed a
survey to students offering a
choice of five new cable television stations.
have passed, and according to
several members of the SGA, the
administration is failing to follow through on a promise to the
student body. Another student
initiated project from a couple
years ago that has not been carried out is the T-card, an access
card that could be used for laundry machines, vending machines, the bookstore, and in the
future neighborhood businesses.
"We were told by Amy
Howard that we would have the
new channels by last September," said Russell Fugett '01,
President of SGA. No progress
has been made and no meetings
have been held discussing the
timeline of the cable installation. Currently, Trinity cable-

Students sign the SGA Petition at Mather

only has five entertainment
channels besides the national
networks. According to SGA
member David Alexander '03,
the administration also believes
that the addition of cable stations may distract students
from their studies.
"I talked
to Linda
Campanella last week, and she
made the argument that more

HANAHGANT

entertainment channels would
likely distract students from
their work."
SGA's Student Life Committee chaired by Tim Herbst '02
and including Justin Olewnik
'02, Elliott Welburn '03, Gene
Hsu '04, and Sarah Amick '01
last week decided to give the
students a voice by collecting
See SGA on page six

Trinity Kicks Off Black HJsfory ^orath With a Shoyt
The Trinity Gospel
Choir performs at the
second annual Kickoff
Celebration for Black
History Month 2001.
The event involved lectures, music and an
open microphone opportunity.
Sponsored by Office of
Multicultural Affairs,
OSACC,
IMANI,
TCBWO, andMOCA,
activities will continue
throughout the month
of February. See article on page seven.
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Stepping out of Our Comfort Zone
Diversity can sometimes be an elusive goal at Trinity. While the College might seem
to be diverse, too rarely do students from different backgrounds take the opportunity
to learn about the many different cultures and heritages present within the Trinity
community.
Given this context, IMANI, Trinity College Black "Women's Organization, and others, deserve the thanks of the entire conaaittwii&y for <wg9atiakng*i3fte««iBi!^wWiA4^Ri*'i
formative Black History Month 2001 These groups have accomplished an important
and sometimes challenging goal - they have created a line-up of events that is both
educational and at the same time fun and informal, a welcome change from the rigors
of academics,
.
.. ..
One goal of Black History Month 2001 is to get students participating in dialogues
and learning outside of the classroom. By bringing in exciting speakers like Felipe
Luciano and Kevin Powell, MOCA and the Office of Multicultural Affairs hope to
have engaging presentations that speak to directly to students. Conversations are also
encouraged through often overlooked means, such as popular movies. These more
informal situations capture an element of fun while allowing for serious and thoughtprovoking discussions.
Parties at Vernon Social Center, performances and a fashion and talent show called
Kaleidoscope continue the trend of fun. This more informal side of Black History
Month emphasizes a sense of celebration that is as intrinsic as the learning opportunity provided. Hopefully these events will help draw students from the entire campus community, as well as encourage students toward the more serious activities
during
the
month.
This is a unique opportunity for Trinity College. Celebrated nation-wide, Black
History Month is the perfect time for students to step outside their comfort zones,
engage in conversations that may seem very difficult and share in a cultural exchange
that may not happen in their everyday life.
All of the organizations involved deserve a round of applause. The Trinity community - administrators, faculty and students of all backgrounds - should show their
support by turning out en masse to learn from and enjoy this month of exciting events.
The Trinity Tiipod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, fry the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office islocatedin the basement ofJackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to:The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, C? 06106-3100.
Visitourwebsiteafwww.trimtytripod.com
Sit bscribe to The Tripod: $15for 11 issues (1 semester), $28 for 22 issues (1 year),
$50*for 44 issues (2 years'), $90 for 88 issues (4 years).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Office
FAX

(860)297-2583
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LETTER T O THE EDITOR
Putting student life hack into the
hands of students is possible
ways they can be made better.
Thus far, our committee has
Social life at Trinity has discussed the role of hall counevolved, been shaped by and re- cils in residential living and exflected changing times at our plored the idea of voluntary
college. Trinity has seen con- theme living, which was initisiderable changes in the area of ated this past fall in the Summit
Student Life during the past Suites.
decade.
Additionally, our committee
The co-educational mandate believes that the budget process
of 1992, pertaining to Greek or- must be reformed on campus in
ganizations on campus, the ex- order to make the entire budgetpansion of the student body, ary process more accountable
and Trinity's expanding role in and fairer to student organizaproviding adequate housing, tions, big and small.
dining and social activities to
In the weeks ahead we will be
students, has changed the size discussing the concept of "clusand scope of this institution.
ter living," which allows certain
The students of Trinity students to live in cluster
should understand the impor- deemed areas of campus. We
tance of the Master Plan for will also be discussing the role
To the Editor:

All Trinity students should understand the
importance of the Master Plan for Student
Life...
Student Life, which is currently
being collaborated on by administrators, faculty and students. This master plan is of
utmost importance..
Three months ago, Dr. Sharon
Herzberger
asked
Dave
Alexander and 1 to co-chair a
subcommittee of the Master
Plan that dealt with student
governance on campus. The
trustees and the administration
want us to develop a plan that
allows students to take more
'initiative !"n therr'Tives at Trinity in a variety of different ways
on campus.
Our committee will deal with
issues pertaining to dorm living;
student governance in athletics,
multicultural organizations, a
more independent and student
lead budget process, as well as
fraternity life on campus.
This committee is important
for several reasons, both short
term and long term. As many of
us will come back to campus for
our five-year and ten-year reunions, we will see to what extent
our
student
recommendations became college innovations.
The subcommittee will be
organized around a series of five
dinners where we will discuss
different components of student life on campus, as well as

of Greek organizations on campus.
More specifically, we will focus on how fraternities can take
a more active role in self-governance in an effort to move away
from the traditional administration oversight that we have
seen in recent years.
1 want every Trinity student,
especially members of the
freshman class of 2004 to understand the importance of this
committee. It wjll be members
of the class of 2004 that will see
il our recommendations are
implemented. If a multicultural
organization, a fraternity on
campus, or a group of students
interested on any one of the topics mentioned would like to
host a meeting to discuss this,
the committee would be willing
to do so.
We must make sure that we
have a common understanding
of the pulse of the students if we
are to. make any additional recommendations.
I ask all students to take an
active look at what is before us
and to please not hesitate in
contacting the members of our
committee with recommendations.
Sincerely,
TimHerbst'02

Pillow Talk would like to thank the snow gods for giving us every
excuse to make any excuse. And since there's no sign of the pathways
or roadways being plowed anytime soon, Pillow Talk has decided to
pass the remainder of the week at Late Night.

SGA Petition

TheXFL

Students to Administration:
"We still want more TV."
Administration's probable
response to Students:
"We still don't care."

Let's get ready to FUMMMBLLE!

(860)297-5361

Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a
forum.
•
All letters arc the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
The Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582 • E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NRTWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod

Attorney General Ashcroft

Timothy's

Soon to be illegal: abortion, interracial dating, dancing, public
hand- holding, and playing your
stereo too loud.

Like TCAC, on Fire.
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XFL: Work Hard Play Hard
How the WWFcould improve Trinity
I expected more.
After months of promos featuring exploding landmines on the field, exploding players, and exploding cheerleaders,
Saturday's debut of the XFL was a disappointment.

However, 1 don't want to discount the
kind of innovative thinking brought to
the game of football by Vince McMahon,
head goombah of the World Wrestling
Federation.
And while McMahon failed to bring
any real new innovations to the football

(the last one being the forward pass, forever dooming rugby to obscurity) field.
I can't help but wonder if some of the
XFL's techniques and attitude can't be
used elsewhere, like here, at Trinity College.
While President Dobelle's accomplishments at Trinity are many and certainly worthy of praise, I can't help but
feel that a new kind of leader is necessary for Trinity to maintain its 23rd place
ranking on the US News list.
Enter McMahon. A public relations
genius, Sir Vince knows what the people
want, and delivers it to them at eardrumbursting decibels (which, of course, they
also want).
Considering that McMahon deals
with 300-pound wrestlers all the time,
he wouldn't be fazed with the Trustees,
Administrators, or Faculty.
Why, by the time he's done, you won't
be able to buy tickets for faculty meetings! Imagine a steel cage tag team battle
royale between the Philosophy and History departments for the right to take
year-long sabbaticals! (The losing department has to teach First-Year seminars...)
Indeed, McMahon can bring his penchant for pyrotechnics to help rid Trinity of signs of urban blight, first by
bombing McCook (because it's ugly, if
nothing else), and then blowing up Jones,
Elton, Boardwalk, Park Place and
Wiggins (they're all ugly too).
McMahon would not only solve the
ongoing Cable TV crisis, but surely
would provide Trinity students with free
Pay-Per-View so we could watch his
WWF events.
One area where McMahon's creative
mind can certainly help is in the academic life of the College. His extensive
knowledge of the Nielsen rating system
could be transformed into a rating system for classes and professors.
Imagine a system where professors are
held accountable for their teaching abilities! And it would work just like a television schedule - simply think of

Consider this quote from the XFL describing the new league: "The league will
connect with fans by returning football
to its roots, including fostering a. wideopen style of play and faster-paced action while encouraging player
individuality to emerge."
Doesn't that sound just like college
promotional literature?
Allow me to rewrite it: "Trinity College
will connect with students by returning
academics to its roots, including fostering more student-faculty interaction,
more interaction with the minorities in
the brochure who've already transferred,
while encouraging student individuality to emerge."
Trinity and the XFL are already joined
in spirit, joined by the idea of heavy bombastic promotion and the concept that
selling the product is more important
than creating a good product.
If McMahon continues telling everyone how fantastic and Xtreme the XFL
is, one day we might just believe it. Trinity has that same ethos - we constantly
repeat how wonderful everything is in
the hope that one day that just might be
true.
Of course, the reality is very different.
The XFL failed to live up to the hype - in
fact, it plum stunk.
Trinity, well, it's hard to tell what direction Trinity's headed in. Given the increased crime on the periphery of
campus, and the closing of the only two
banking locales around, I wonder how
much the neighborhood has .actually
changed.
For all the lip service of off-campus
development, I've yet to see any. The retail spaces in the Learning Corridor are
still vacant, and no new businesses have
opened in Frog Hollow in four years.
Trinity is in danger of becoming complacent with its accomplishments, when
in fact there is a long way to go. Vince
McMahon has never been accused of
complacency, and his spirit and attitude
are exactly what Trinity needs. And I
didn't even mention the cheerleaders.

Controlling the Assumptions

The Vagina Monologues
». B Y BETH MILLER

Graduate Fellow, Smith Center

professors as actors and classes as shows.
Professors with high ratings get contract
extensions; those with low ratings are
cancelled or put on indefinite hiatus.
The important thing to remember
about McMahon is that he would rule by
autocracy, bypassing traditional roadblocks like faculty governance, or traditional speedbumps like the SGA.
Gone will be the endless committees
that only prevent anything from happening - if something happens at Trinity, it will be because Vice President
Stone Cold will say so, and that will be
the bottom line.
While these are all great ideas, the
most interesting fact is that the XFL and
Trinity already fit so well together.

DAN HERMAN
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There is a lot to consider when you
perform "The Vagina Monologues." First
of all, you have to get used to saying "vagina," a lot. Then you have to advertise.
This can be tricky.
We wondered, "Do we use the discreet
"Vagina Monologues" logo- a big"V" with
"monologues" written under it- or do we
get racy and write VAGINA all over the
place?"
Of course, this is what I wanted to do,
but in the end 1 think we will use the
logo. Not everyone has an easy time with
the word "vagina," after all.
A few weeks ago I was watching
Connecticut's Channel 30 News and
they cut to a field reporter standing beneath a "Vagina Monologues" billboard
that had been upsetting some drivers.
The sign advertised a production of the
"Monologues" at the Palace Theater in
New Haven. A few people found the word
"vagina" very upsetting, especially all
big like that on the billboard.
1 only noticed that the news was on
when I caught the word "vagina" flash
on TV. In general I try to avoid network
news because i t is crap. Unless you want
to see the meteorologist get aroused
when he predicts snow in the forecast or
need to see a 5 minute medical alert that
drinking 8 glasses of water a day is good
for you - serious breaking news.
"Vagina Monologues" caught my eye,
because I have seen it performed by Eve
Ensler herself and it is a fantastic show.
1 was intrigued by the field reporter's
animated news report as she proudly
stood beneath the billboard. She was all
smiles and enthusiasm talkingabout the
Vagina Monologues." 1 could not help
saying "vagina" on the 11:00 hews.
She finished her report and cut back
to Joanne Nesti and Gerry Brooks who

inappropriately and offensively "in their
face."
Complaints were made as if students
woke up to gay couples having sex in the
middle of the quad. But there have been
no public gay sex sightings yet, just a bit
of chalk. A couple of years ago, however,
students did wake to heterosexual students screwing on the quad. Pretty obscene, huh?
To me, the fact that basic civil rights
are denied to g/l/b/t American citizens
is a whole lot more offensive than "Gays
live here," written in front of Jarvis. Trinity students who felt impinged upon by
the chalkingand motorists who objected
to the "Vagina Monologues" billboard
seern to be responding with a knee jerk,
Puritan ancestor-type reaction: OBSCENITY! I, however, am keener on the
Constitution-type theory of free speech
and life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
If some people would just get over our
Puritanical hangover, maybe all Americans would have civil rights and vaginas
would get treated a whole lot better.
Eve Ensler created "The Vagina Monologues" from interviews she had with
women about their vaginas. She asked
grandmothers and sex workers about
their vaginas. She asked women what
their vaginas would wear if they had a
choice.
She found that when women talked
about [heir vaginas they felt less
ashamed about them and realized that
having a vagina is pretty special. Talkingabout vaginas liberates and empowers women. Who knew?
So a bunch of Trinity faculty, administrators, and students gathered excitedly to discuss putting on a production
of the "Vagina Monologues." We gathered names ot potential readers and tried
*WSeeide!'Wh£re'it0 practice.-* Someone
suggested the faculty club, but a few
women thought that space was too phallic.

If some people would just get over our Puritanical
hangover, maybe all Americans would have civil rights
and vaginas would get treated a whole let better.
looked like a couple of deer in headlights.
No, "Thanks," or "1 saw the Vagina Monologues in New York City starring
Whoopi Goldberg." They just stared,
stunned. Apparently they were not as
excited to say "vagina" or make any
snappy conclusive comments about the
"Vagina Monologues."
The weird thing is that "vagina" is not
actually a dirty word. The Channel 30
news story and subsequent lack of clever
back-to-the-studio-anchorperson-remarks revealed just how taboo this completely not dirty word is or at least how
squirrelly it makes some people.
I wonder how some members of the
Trinity College community will handle
seeing "vagina" on flyers, over the door
of Austin Arts Center, and in the TripodAfter the way some students handled
the chalking last semester, 1 am inclined
to think that some will not handle vagina signs very well.
Last semester some students complained about EROS' annual chalking.
They thought that the comments, symbols, and information written around
campus put discrimination against gay/
lesbian/bisexual/transgender people

I though bringing our vaginal aura in
there would be poetic, but in the end we
decided the women's center was the best
place to read through the script. Good
vagina friendly space. So we all sat there,
excited, a few of us blushing a bit as we
read and giggled a bit in recognition of
vagina issues expressed in the script.
The mood was sometimes tender, sometimes tragic, always times funny.
1 got the job of ordering vagina chocolates and T-shirts for sale after the show;
the proceeds will go to a local charity to
benefit women. It is fun trying to sound
business-like while ordering vagina
chocolates, in case you were curious.
So if you are cool with hearing "vagina" a lot, or if you are just a fan of
vaginas, come to the Goodwin Theater on Monday February 12th and
see your classmates, teachers and
administrators perform the "Vagina
Monologues."
I promise you will laugh and you may
even feel a bit more comfortable saying
"vagina" at the end of it all. "Vagina" really isn't that hard to say at all in public,
it turns out.
You should give it a try.

Starting Next Week in Opinions...
A New Column...
A chance for Trinity faculty and students to share opinions on the future of
the college.
If you would like to contribute, please contact the editor at ext. 2583

OPINION
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Bush's Russian Roulette Politics
The big problem with Ws move to stop fundingfamily
By taking such regressive action, Bush has cut off a main artery to the global fight against
the spread of H.I.V. and AIDS.
36 million people throughout
™-~— the globe now have
H.I.V 15,000 are inJ. ASHE REAEBON
fected daily. In sub-SaInsights and Affairs
_____ haran Africa nearly
the
nine percent
ise to work with both Demo- population of 15-49 year olds is
crats and Republicans on the H.I.V. infected. Without educaHill was not so much a result of tion this number will only balthe closeness of the presidential loon in the coming years.
election, or even the fifty-fifty
Just yesterday, world-resplit in the senate, but rather of nowned Harvard economist
a political model he brought Jeffery Sachs called on the Presiwith him from his six year ten- dent to "change talk into action"
ure as Texas governor.
in the fight against AIDS in AfIn the Texas State House, rica. If money and support are
Bush was known for his efforts not pledged now, said Sachs, the
long-term results could be potentially disastrous for the
United States.
36 Million People
Family planning is not the
same as abortion planning. Orare infected with
ganizations like Planned ParHJ.V world wide
enthood provide education on
the use of contraceptives to
avoid the transmission of sexuto unite legislators and get ally transmitted diseases like
things done. Yet, from his first H.I.V
day as President of the United
Bush's actions indicate the
States, the bipartisanship Bush emergence of an antagonistispent so much time talking cally conservative pattern that,
about has been overshadowed it seems, the President wants to
by decidedly partisan moves.
define his first days in ofice.
It follows along the line of the
On his first full day in office,
with the stroke of a pen, Presi- appointments of ardent conserdent Bush signed a memoran- vatives and anti-abortionists
dum cutting off funding to any like Tommy Thompson and
foreign non-governmental or- John Ashcroft to top positions
: :
ganization that ptovldes abbt- in his cabinet. - :
tion services, counseling or
Bush has sent a message, one
referrals. Bush's initiative was a largely absent from his camstep back to 1984 and Ronald paign days, that women may
Reagan's announcement at the have reason to fear that their
International Conference on right to legal abortions may be
Population in Mexico City that short lived. While time and
the U.S. would no longer pro- again treating abortion as a
vide funds to international fam- non-issue before November 7,
ily planning organizations.
once in the Whi te House he imPresident Bush (II) ascended
to the presidency on January 20
with a pledge to move beyond
the days of "bipartisan bickering" in Washington. His prom-

planning org.'s

mediately cut $425 million in
aid starting in 2002.
The olive branch that Bush
seemed to be waving in front of
the noses of Washington Democrats looks now to have been
nothing more than a mirage.
From the outset, Bush has
been a series of contrasts. On
the one hand, he praises Demo-

A step back to
the 2nd Reagan
administration
crats with highly publicized
promises to work with them on
issues like reforming our nations schools. On the other
hand, he clamps off aid to international family planning organizations and fills his cabinet
with the most controversial of
people.
His efforts, to no one's surprise, are simply efforts to placate conservative voters who
fear him to be just another liberal Republican running down
the middle of the political aisle.
By making partisan decisions
with possibly grave consequences for the future, though,
the President has set in motion
a divisive momentum that will
do nothing but further divide
not only Washington, but also
the entire country, indeed, the

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - FEBRUARY

LETTER T O THEEDITOR
Discussing Academic Honesty
To ths-Editor:
Because a dishonesty case under adjudication by the Academic Affairs Committee has
received so much attention and
public scrutiny, we write to inform the community of the process and outcome of our
deliberations in this case. Before discussing specifics of the
incident—and in this we are
limited in what we can disclose
because disciplinary cases are
confidential—we would like to
clarify the committee's proce-

mittee could determine, they
either did not recognize the
materials as being unauthorized or did recognize them as
being unauthorized and immediately discarded them. They
did not distribute them to others.
One student was found guilty
of soliciting the materials, suspecting them to be unauthorized. However, the student
then decided to destroy the materials immediately upon receiving them. This student's
penalty is a one-semester cen-

" An Honor Code would have provided a
framework for students to make wiser
choices in a situation such as this one..."

dures in all cases of academic
dishonesty.
Faculty policy requires that
any charge brought to the committee must result in a hearing
with the faculty member and
student involved. The procedures for hearings are laid out in
the Faculty Manual and the
Student Handbook and ensure
that both faculty member and
student have every opportunity
to present their points of view.
At the end of the hearing, the
committee votes whether a student is guilty of academic dishonesty or not. If guilty, the
committee votes the penalty.
Guidelines for penalties are
clearly specified, and the committee may not diverge from
;
1
:
;
e n t i r e g l o b e . "'^ ' ••.••'»...- .,.•*< >
those guidelines There are
It will take more than words three possible penalties: cento carry this country into the 21 sure, suspension, and expulsion.
century. Washington is far more Expulsions result from second
polarized than Texas.
suspensions.
The Jekyll and Hyde game
In the case recently adjudihas got to go. Rhetoric without cated, a teaching assistant in a
action will only lead to disap- large lecture course knowingly
pointment today and possibly distributed copies of the final
even disaster tomorrow.
exam without authorization
from the professor to several
students. The exam was then
widely circulated. Charged
with academic dishonesty were
the teaching assistant and thirteen students in the class. These
thirteen students had been
identified as having received
the exam.
The committee met five times
over the course of three weeks
in order to conduct fourteen
separate hearings and then finally to deliberate. The teaching assistant was charged with
unauthorized distribution of
the final exam, found guilty,and
suspended for three semesters.
The remaining students were
charged with unauthorized
possession and some with unauthorized distribution. Factors in the deliberations
concerning these students included whether the students
had knowingly solicited the
unauthorized materials; if not,
whether they recognized the
materials as being unauthorized when they received them;
if so, whether they used them
and/or distributed them. We
should add that because a student in the course informed the
instructor before the exam that
the materials were being circulated, the instructor was able to
change the questions and administer a different final examination.

1 take It Physics Is cancelled."

6,2001

Nine students were found not
guilty of unauthorized posses: sion because, as far as the com-

sure.
One student was found guilty
of soliciting the materials suspecting them to be unauthorized and distributing the
unauthorized materials, to others. The student's penalty is a
one-semester suspension.
One student was found guilty
of soliciting the materials suspecting them to be unauthorized. The student then
confirmed that they were unauthorized and chose to use them.
The student's penalty is a one
semester suspension.
One student was found guilty
of using the unauthorized materials to prepare his answers to
the exam. The student's penalty
is a qne-semester suspension.
While these are'the results of
our deliberations, which adhered to strict standards of evidence, there are several aspects
to this case that continue to be
troubling: first, the betrayal of
the trust invested by a faculty
member in a student teaching
assistant; second, the apparent
widespread acceptance of academic dishonesty, at least
within this group of students;
third, the reluctance of students
in the class to be candid and
forthcoming about the circumstances of this incident, a reluctance that frustrated a complete
discovery of the facts by the
committee. There is little doubt
that the extent of the dishonesty remains undiscovered.
As a result of this incident,
the Academic Affairs Committee will request that the appropriate faculty committee
review policies on the roles and
responsibilities of teaching assistants.
Finally, this case comes at a time
when there is serious discussion
about the adoption of an honor
code at Trinity. It was clear that
many students involved in this
case were uneasy about their initial inadvertent involvement with
the dishonesty and struggled to
decide what action to take. We believe that the presence of an honor
code wouldhaveprovideda framework for students to make wiser
choices when faced with a situation such as this one and, as well,
to feel supported in coming forward to report their suspicions of
dishonesty.
This case underscores for us the
urgent need tdmove forward with
honor code discussions.
Sincerely, :
MelanieStein, Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee
Mary Thomas,Dean of Students
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igging on Crescent St. Shocks Trinity Campus
Continued from page one
pm, Morris and Mournighan
ready received the call from the met with the residents of Little
RA, according to Charles Mor- and Frobb and their RA s in the
ris, Director of Campus Safety. LSC auditorium.
. Campus Safety alerted the
Morris began the meeting by
Hartford Police Department, explaining the incident to the
which dispatched several cars students and then opened the
to the area around the corner of floor for the voicing of honest
New Britain Ave. and Crescent questions and concerns, accordSt. "The Hartford PD was there ing to the RA.
almost instantaneously," said
"Initially the atmosphere was
theRA.
pretty hostile toward Campus
The two RA s then began to Safety," said the RA. The gathwalk toward Stowe, where ered freshmen expressed conthey were met by five squad cerns about lighting on campus,
cars and the two freshmen the shuttle service and the lack
students, according to the RA. of call boxes, according to the
The police had already appre- RA.An additional call box will
hended one suspect matching be added to the four in the area
the description given by the and the lighting issue is in the
students. Each of the students process of being addressed, aclooked at him. "It wasn't him," cording to Morris.
He hopes to add more officsaid the RA.
On Sunday, February 4, at 10 ers to the patrols. A Hartford

The Beat
Pull My Finger
At approximately 11:30pm on February 2, a male student
was horsing around with his roommate when he fell and
got his pinky finger caught in a door. The student was transported to Hartford Hospital where he was treated for a small
laceration.

One Question...Why?

Police Car will also be stationed
on Crescent St., in front of
Frobb, between 6pm and 6am
seven days a week, according to
Morris.
The students describe them-

"We're making every effort to assist them in
everything they need - rides, counseling" Charley Morris
selves as "pretty shaken up."
One of the RA s said that she has
had trouble sleeping. "I will still
have to do my rounds alone at
night, and that's pretty scary,"
said the other RA. "We're mak-

On February 2 at 5:00pm a student in the middle of a
squash tournament was hit in the mouth and suffered a broken tooth. He was transported to Hartford Hospital.

Continued form page one
separate hearings, one for each
student identified by the professor as having received a copy of
the test. These hearings consisted of the student, the professor, and any witnesses either
chooses to call.
While the punishments are
effective immediately, students
still have the option to appeal.
Students were told last Friday
and Monday afternoon of the
committee's decision.
Although Stein expressed
confidence in the way in which
the committee handled the
case, Stein commented, "We
have no way of knowing

Israel
ratchets up
security as
election nears

JERUSALEM (CNN) - A s
conservative Likud par ty leader
Ariel Sharon continued to'lead
opinion polls a day before
In the early morning hours of February 3, Campus Safety
Israel's election for prime minister, police said they would be
received complaints from Goodwin Dormitory or numerout in large numbers Tuesday to
ous crank calls. There is reason to believe that these calls
protect against possible viowere part of a dispute between a girlfriend and boyfriend;
lence.
no serious threats were issued.
Meanwhile, an Israeli soldier
was shot and killed during a
firefight with Palestinians in
Gaza, Israel Defense Forces said
Monday.
On February 3 at 4:00am Campus Safety received a comThe IDF said the Gaza Airplaint of loud music coming from Funston. An officer report and the crossing into Egypt
ported to the scene and the case was soon remedied.
at Rafah in southernGaza were
On February 4 at 2:30 complaints of excessive noise were
closed after the shooting.
issued from Northam Towers. Campus Safety reported to
The facilities will remained
the scene.
closed until Wednesday. Earlier
Monday, the IDF said it would
close crossing points into Gaza
and the West Bank to protect
against possible violence linked
On February 4 a female student reported to Campus
to Tuesday's election.
Safety that her student ID had been stolen from Mather Hall
Police fear militant elements
on January 30. The ID has yet to be recovered.
in certain Israeli Arab communities may attempt to block
roads, stone cars or try to keep
The Tripod apologizes for the headline in last week's On the
Beat, which read, "Take Twenty-Five and Call Me in the Morn- voters away from the polls, said
.police Commissioner Shlomo
ing." Given the gravity of the situation, the headline was in
Aharonishki.
Apoortaste.

A Lover's Quarrel

the Dean of Students and from
Mrs. Dobelle.
The two R A s said that several
freshmen have privately expressed concern over the incident to them and to other RA s

honesty seen in this case. "Beyond this case, we as a committee realize many other issues
have been raised."
The committee consists of
the Dean of Students, the Registrar, two students, and six
members of the faculty. While
bringing formal charges against
students is a choice of the professor involved, all those accused must be brought before
the Academic Affairs Commit-

can make the right decisions."
Stein supported Thomas' position, adding that, in this particular case, "students felt guilty,
but they didn't know what to
do." She continued to say, "An
honor code is a structure; it lays
out expectations of what students should do and what they
can do."
J. Russell Fugett'01, President
of the SGA, expressed his deep
concern for the state of aca-

"We have no way of knowing whether or
not we have even talked to all involved
students" - Melanie Stein
tee. Stein estimates that there
are approximately ten to twelve
cases of academic dishonesty
reported each year, but this may
not accurately reflect the number of occurrences.
With the recent discussions
of bringing an honor code to
Trinity, Thomas continues to
stress that "this case underscores the need for some sort of
structure in which the students

Bush proposes
huge tax cut
WASHINGTON (CNN) President Bush launched a week
of lobbying forhis 10-year, $1.6
trillion tax cut proposal Monday by appearing briefly at
the White House with members
of fourfamilies he said could ex-

demic integrity at Trinity. "I
think it is apparent that we potentially have a widespread
problem and I think the time is
right for us to begin to address
these issues of integrity as a
community."
Thomas said in closing that,
"we have never seen a case like
this before. The involvement of
the TA makes this extremely
unique."
"Their circumstances are very
different, but I strongly believe
they should be allowed to keep
their own money,"
"I think the government has
enough money" said John Gordon, a father of three who works
as an information technology
director.
"The government can just be
more efficient in how it manages the money."

Survivors off
quake

Quiet Hours Enforced?

Five Days

in Little and Frobb. Several
more students have told Frobb
and Little RA s that their parents are extremely concerned
by the incident.
In addition to the safety suggestions made at the Sunday
night meeting, one of the RA s
expressed the desire for the Office of Residential Life to equip
RA s with walkie-talkies when
they are on rounds, and for there
to be a system of regular checking in between RA s on rounds
and a central call center.
The case has been referred to
the Detective Division of the
Hartford Police Department for
further investigation.

Academic Affairs Committee
Rules on Cheating Scandal

On January 4 at 3:30am a student from Eastern Connecticut State University was found walking outside near Jackson Dormitory with, two paper towel dispensers-under-his-**, „ • wheth&r~cas*B»e«iV8» itave^cven
arms. The student claimed that he found the dispensers on
talked to all involved students."
the sidewalk. Campus Safety has referred the incident to
The fates of the other 74 stuofficials at Eastern Connecticut State.
dents in the class have yet to be
determined. The way in which
the final grades of the students
will be handled is left to the disDude* That's My Car
cretion of Reger, according to
Thomas. As of yet, all students
A student reported that his car was vandalized at 8:30am
have received an incomplete.
on February 3 in the Hansen lot. The car, a 1995 Nissan, had
The Academic Affairs Comits rear smashed in. There are no current suspects, but the
mittee is "disturbed," according
incident is under investigation.
to Thomas, at the extent of dis-

Wait, That's not the Ball

ing every effort to assist them in
everything they need - rides,
counseling," said Morris, referring to all four students. Both
RA s mentioned that they had
received calls from the office of

perience significant benefit
from his planned restructuring
of the tax rate system.
With rates of consumer debt
remaining high and economic
conditions ebbing low, Bush
said, tax relief now appears a
reasonable way to help families
stay afloat, and to keep the
broader economy from sinking
into recession.
"I am here today with these
families to talk about economic
challenges they face," Bush said.

BHUJ, India (CNN)-Two
survivors have been pulled
from the rubble of Bhuj, 10 days
after India's worst quake but aid
agencies say the chances of rescuing more are now considered
remote at best.
As reconstruction efforts begin Red Cross officials say the
final death-toll from the devastating quake that hit the western state of Gujarat could be as
high as 50,000.
Hundreds of thousands of
survivors are believed to be
without shelter and aid agencies say they are working with
the Indian authorities to look at
ways of providing accommodation to those left homeless.
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SGA Petition Sends a Message to Administration
how the T-card system would relate to
the Marriott meal plan. Possibly the
students need to be educated more on
the new system.
Last Friday, Howard posted a statement on the website Dailyjolt.com.
She stated that last November she was [1
notified by Phil Duffy, the Director of
Aud io/ Visual, who stated that the college could now only afford three
channels. She claimed that he asked
her to decide which channels would
be chosen. "I declined and asked that
"After a long delay it seems the program might be back SGA now get involved and help decide
how to proceed. We are now on hold
on track."-Justin Olewnik '02
waiting to hear what SGA would like
to do, said Howard in her statement on
VP of Student Services Sharon 'FILE PHOTO
When asked what steps the SGA will with the T-card plan recently, and stated the Trinity Dailyjolt
The SGA is looking for administra- Herzberger
take if the administration turns a deaf that a meeting is scheduled for next week
ear, Fugett stated his plan. "We will ask to explore the program with Amy tion action on both of these issues. If
Herbst joked "I'm going to go to President
many students to make phone calls to Howard, Head of Residential Life. "Af- the cable channels are not delivered soon, Dobelle's house and watch his cable."
the administration, and we will flood ter a long delay, the program seems that
them with emails. We will encourage it might be back on track."
students to be heard."
Students eating at Mather Thursday,
Eventually, Fugett stated that the is- while the petitions were passed around
sue might have to be brought to Presi- had different viewpoints on the issues.
affected members."
. dent Dobelle. Herbst commented that "if Will Canning '02, after signing the petiBY DAN BERMAN
The HFCU also closed its branch at the
nothing happens, we might have to as- tion stated "1 think they can't deny us afSenior Editor
Institute
of Living, following an armed
ter
the
student
body
has
spoken.
I
am
semble on the President's lawn."
robbery
at
that location last month as
optimistic
that
the
administration
will
Fugett also remarked that a member
The only financial institution in Frog well.
of the administration, Vice President of act now. They will not turn a deaf ear to
Hollow closed for good last week when
Operations Manager John Riley exStudent Services Sharon Herzberger is in the students."
favor of the new channels, because acHe also stated that he believed that the the Hartford Federal Credit Union plained that the credit union is looking
cording to him she believes that new sta- problem was solely "an unfortunate (HFCU) announced it would not reopen at potential locations in the area for an
tions would help students find oversight on the part of the administra- its Trinity College branch. The credit ATM, and while the Learning Corridor
entertainment on campus.
tion." Andy Robinson '02 questioned union had been closed on a temporary is favored as a possible site, no decision
basis since January 8, following an has been made. Additionally, it will take
armed robbery in which an undisclosed at least 90 days to get an ATM operasum was stolen.
tional, Riley explained.
The decision to permanently close the
In the interim, both Danek and
bank, located at 66 Vernon Street, was Riley stressed the HFCU's remote acmade by the HFCU Board of Directors, cess programs, including home bankand is believed to be closely tied, to the ing and other ATM locations. The
to prevent BP from drilling in the ar.ctic. January 8 incident, as .well as three pth-1 HFCU's main^office at 964 Asylum
Campaign Finance Reform will work ers at"the Trinity'College branch* since Avenue will also have extehdecfhoufs,"
News Editor
to convince state legislators to pass leg- December 1999. However, a letter dated noted Danek.
islation this semester that would require
ConnPIRG recently held its semester direct primaries. More people could get
"Economic realities, including profitability, and level of
General Interest Meeting, in which they on the ballot, making it less likely for
use and past and future growth [were] critical components
introduced the four campaigns that they incumbents to retain their seats. They
are thrilled to work with this spring. will also support public financing of
in reaching this decision." - HFCU
With about eight interns currently campaigns so candidates aren't taking
signed up with ConrjPlRG, they are an- money from special interests.
ticipating a highly successful semester.
The four robberies at the Trinity ColThe Hunger & Homelessness Cam- January 30 to HFCU (formerly the FamProfessor Fred Pfeil opened the meet- paign is focused on the annual Hunger ily Federal Credit Union) members also lege location occurred over a 13-month
ing with great prospects for ConnPIRG, Cleanup for this semester. The Hunger cited, "economic realities, including span, with two occurring over Winter
claiming that the only way to make Cleanup is a day where participants col- profitability, and level of use and past Break, explained Charles Morris, Trinity
changes happen is by getting informed lect pledges in order to go out into Hart- and future growth," as, "critical compo- Director of Campus Safety. All were at
gunpoint, and there were no injuries, but
and involved. He noted that democracy ford and do three 'hours of nents in reaching this decision."
Edward P, Danek, Jr., President and remain the subject of Hartford Police and
was the best gift given to America, and spring-cleaning for local shelters. A porit is up to us as citizens to use it to our tion of the money raised will be donated CEO of the HFCU, explained in the let- FBI investigations.
to a shelter of their choosing.
ter that the performance review, while
advantage.
HFCU member Meganjoseph '03 said
"precipitated by the recent robberies, is that, personally [the closing] doesn't
not an uncommon practice and is regu- make a big impact," because there is no
"We have a lot of great campaigns this semester. We larly performed by most businesses.
credit union ATM on campus.
"The Board understands and is
are really excited and we have a lot of momentum going
Joseph added that, "I think the whole
empathetic
to
the
impact
this
will
have
bank
situation sucks at Trinity," and suginto this semester" -Becca Mayer '02
on you and has instructed management gested converting one of the current
to look for alternative methods of ac- ATMs in Mather Hall to one accessible
count access that we can provide to the to HFCU members with no fee.
The Filthy Five Campaign will work
Becca Mayer '02, Chapter Chair of
at stopping the dirtiest power plants in ConnPIRG, reflected, "We have a lot of
Hartford from continuing to pollute the great campaigns thisjsemester. We are
air we breathe. They intend to get Con- really excited and we have a lot of monecticut lawmakers, to support them, in mentum going into this semester." Richtheir fight against these companies. ard Lawrence '04, Vice Chair this
They will attend a Lobby Day at the State semester, added, "ConnPIRG had some
House thisWednesday.FebruaryJ;
amazing victories last semester, such as
The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge saving 60 million acres of national forCampaign hopes to raise awareness ests. This semester we hope to have two
around the oil drilling that is taking more victories; one on Campaign Fiplace in Alaska. Companies such as BP nance Reform legislation and another on
are ignoring the wildlife that exists the Filthy Five." Claire Moodie '01 said,
where they are drilling for oil. This cam- "I am excited to work with this new
paign will attempt to prevent large oil group. They seem very enthusiastic and
companies from.continuing their work. passionate about the issues."
Members of this campaign will work at
If you would like to get involved with
getting Ecopledge signatures in an effort these campaigns, call ConnPIRG x3510.
Continuedfrom page one
over 700 signatures on a petition Thursday night. "This is very simple. We were
promised something and the administration did not follow through. It is becoming a habit on their part. They had
their chance, they have not led, we will,"
said Herbst.
The committee plans on delivering the
petitions to theadministration at a meeting hopefully set up in the near future.

The T-card, introduced during the
1998-99 academic year by Trini ty graduate Patrick Gavin. Fugett believes that
the administration is balking on the idea
right now because of the cost involved
in setting up the main network of the
electronic T-card system.
He also stated that this year Trinity has
a new vending machine company with
which the T-card system would be compatible. Olewnik has worked closely

Credit Union Closes Doors

ConnPIRG General
Meeting Draws Crowd

Want to get the Inside Scoop?
Write for the Tripod!
Staff meetings Tuesdays, 9:30pm. Jackson Basement.

1-800-426-7710
www.simsi9lastitours.com
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Second Annual Black History Month Celebration
original presentations. Some of the presentations were about past black leaders;
others were original pieces written by
students.
Students jump-started the celebration
Shayla Titley '02 from Trinity College
of Black History Month "2001 with their Black Women's Organization (TCBWO)
nd
2 Annual Kick-off Celebration last commented that "all of the pieces people
Thursday evening. The event was open did went together nicely. The presentations about black
leaders tied in a
lot of aspects of
black history,
and the original
presentations
were a sample of
the future aspects of that history." Later in
the
evening
there was an
open
microphone opportunity,
and
students read
poetry, sang and
LAURA RAND took advantage
of the talent opA Silly Celebrator Enjoys the Entertainment
portunity. In total the Kick-off Celebration was a
to the entire campus and featured persuccess.
formances from various venues.
"While it would have been nice to see
Jamal Lacy '03, President of IMANl
describes the Kick-off Celebration as "a more people there, more people who
tradition we are trying to start - celebrat- aren't from the black community," noted
ing what we have here on campus in Titley, "for people to be there and see it is
terms of talent and community. The a success.1'"Students came out and suppurpose of the evening is to showcase ported one another," observed Atkinson.
local talent, the things we have on cam- "These are the things that made the
evening so exciting."
pus." .
As made clear in the title, the event of
"The entire night was a highlight,"
commented Haron Atkinson '02, Vice February 1 is by no means the last. SevPresident of IMANl. The Trinity College eral organizations on campus have
Gospel Choir gave a rousing perfor- stepped up to host different events
mance, which moved and energized all throughout the month, continuing the
the spectators. The evening began with trend of sharing and learning. IMANl is
a series of presentations, speeches and planning several movie nights, viewing
By ABIGAII THOMAS
Managing Editor

such films as Malcom X, The Nutty Professor, and Shaft. Last year IMANl
worked in conjunction with Cinestudio
to show movies there, but this year the
movies are being shown in the Umoja
house.
"We thought it would be more personal at the Umoja house," commented
Atkinson. "We hope that people will
come down to watch and that viewing
these films will spur some discussions.
We are setting some time aside after the
movies so that we can discuss themes
and ideas that were raised."
There are also several performances
and speakers planned from the month.
Running the gamut from Felipe Luciano
at MOCA's 2nd Annual Unity Dinner to
Kevin Powell, formerly of MTV's the Real
World, the speakers provide an opportunity to learn, something which Atkinson
stressed as one of the important goals of
this month. "It's a time for the community to at large te really experience something... something different. It's
hopefully an opportunity to learn something they didn't know before."

The talent portion will be incorporated
into the fashion show, with participants
reading poetry and singing or doing
other performances. Among the fashions being shown isasegment dedicated
specifically to African dress and dress
inspired by traditional African styles.
More commonly seen clothing - casual
wear, formal wear - are also being modeled.
Black History month is a unique opportunity to engage the entire Trinity
community in a discussion about diversity on campus and to learn more about
the history of a people.
"I think it gives Trinity students and
opportunity to review black history in
the context of American history, but also
in the context of the world's historyhow this affects our global society. This
is important for all members of our community," said Fugett.
"I really hope we bring something out
of Black History Month 2001 that we
haven't brought out before." Commented
Atkinson.
Lacy mentioned two personal goals for

The entire night was a highlight," - Haron Atkinson '02,
Vice President of IMANL
"I've heard Powell speak before," observed J. Russell Fugett '01, President of
the Student Government Association.
"He was ver thought-provoking about a
variety of things that pertain to racial
issues. He has a very urban theme - hiphop culture, politics - to what he says.
He's a speaker that should really engage
the Trinity community."
TCWBO is sponsoring an event called
"Kaleidoscope," which will be a combination fashion show and talent show.

Black History Month 2001. "Firstly, it's
important, I think, to have the culture get
outside IMANL This is an opportunity
for all Trinity students. Secondly, and
while this might sound a little cheesy, it's
a time for the black community to appreciate what we have on this campus movie nights and dinners are all a part
of this,"
A schedule of events for the remainder of Black History Month 2001 can be
found in this issue of the Tripod.

Ask the Question Marquis
Q: Dear Question Marquis: My girlfriend seems distant lately. And I can't get her to.take off her sunglasses. I wonder if
she's seeing someone else. What should I say'to her? - Paul in Dallas
A: Ah, mon ami. I think I can help you with this. Your female is probably feeling that you spend more time with the library
than with her delicate, sensuous frame. (I am making the assumptions about her, but for your sake, I hope that I am right,
you know?) But you are having many of the research papers, correct? So you have two options to send you on the path
toward a satisfactory loving scenario.
Option 1. When you are writing the research papers, you can save time by going to questia.com. Listen, this is
brand new. You can skip all of the tedious working, because the full text of the books and journal articles is all online. Search
for the keywords, highlight the text. Also, you are not going to believe this, but if you want to quote something, you just
click a button and Questia puts it in your paper, footnotes it, and formatsithe bibliography automatically: And right-now
you can get two days* of Questia free. So try it. When your girlfriend sees how much better your papers become and how
much more time you have for her, she will be looking at you with her naked eyes that seem to say, "Hallo. I like you. Much,
much more than I like pate de fois gras" or whatever it is these girls like now.

Ask the Question Marquis is

Option 2. You can challenge her to a duel.

a sporadically produced

Also, what are sunglasses?

advice column, because proper
loving takes time. It is to be

"It is the joke ofan imbecilewho longs tc>have my knowledge and looks.
Challenge the pig to a duel."

read with a silly French accent
The views of the Question

Q: Dear Question Marquis: My friend sent me this photo. I don't get it. Is it a joke, or is it some deeper commentary
on the effect of 'technology on culture? — Cosmo in Grand Rapids

Marquis are his alone and are

A: It-is the joke of an imbecile who longs to have my knowledge and looks. Challenge the pig to a duel.

in noway to be construed as

Q: Dear Question Marquis: How come you know about, computers and dot.corns, but you've never heard of
sunglasses?-Michelle in Boston

representative of his sponsor,

A: Oh, sunglasses. Of course I know sunglasses. I thought you said "St. Molasses." I am not familiar with that one. The
patron saint of sorghum? What?

Questia, you American pigs,.

www. q uest i a. co m

•Free offer expires and is limited to first-time subscribers. Internet access and acceptance of online
Subscriber Agreement required. See www.questia.com for details. ©2001 Questia Media, Inc. Questia,
the Questia logotype, "Better Papers; Faster?', the Question Marquis, the Question Marquis signature,
and the Question Marquis question mark symbol are service marks of Questia Media, Inc.
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A Five-Star Outing with
Our Own Restaurant Critics

PATRICK NGONAN

Bombay Indian Restaurant.
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS
Managing Editor

1 must admit to mounting
reservations as we parked the
car along Arch Street. (I believe
my exact words were, "How
sketchy is this?") Bombay Indian Restaurant stands across
the street from a vacant parking
lot. My reservations were not
entirely appeased upon entering the restaurant.
Pat and 1 were greeted at the
door and offered our choice of
seats. The options were many;
the restaurant was nearly
empty. I pulled out the folding
chair at a table near the back of
the restaurant, observing the
standard retirement home-pink
linens. The walls behind me
sported several 'greasy fingerprints, a trend / observed continued throughout the space.
Aside from the fingerprints,
kitschy Indian-esque prints
dotted the walls at regular intervals, hung, no doubt, to remind patrons they are
preparing to dine on Indian cuisine.
Criticism of decor, or lack
thereof, aside, the waiter
promptly brought crispy
Papadam and a variety of chutney s to the table, along with the
menus. The menu offers relatively standard Indian fare. The

selection of appetizers was extensive, particularly for the vegetarian. The entree options
include chicken, lamb, and seafood choices as well as vegetarian and tandoor specials. The
selection was ample; if one had
a craving for Indian good it
would easily be satisfied by the
menu at hand. Pat opted for the
Chicken
Tikka
Masala
("chicken breast marinated,
grilled in tandoor and sauteed

The food, however,
was quite good and
satisfying, especially
considering this is
an Indian restaurant
in
downtown

Hartford.
in a thick delicious masala
sauce"). He also selected a Kingfisher beer, advertised as being
one of the two available that had
been imported from India. (It
was; we checked.) He claimed
it was excellent, and even convinced me to try it. Since I am
not a beer drinker, I have difficulty substantiating that claim;
nonetheless, 1 am passing the
recommendation on to those of
you who are of age to enjoy an
alcoholic beverage with dinner.
Wanting to try something

different myself, I selected Aloo
Chana, a vegetarian dish ("potatoes and chick peas cooked in
Masala sauce"). We rounded off
the meal with the obligatory
order of naan. After concluding
the necessary business of ordering, we busied ourselves with
the papadam and the chutneys.
Much fun was had tasting and
mixing the various sauces,
which included a mango chutney as well as a green coriander
and a tamarind.
The food arrived quickly, a
heaping bowl of rice accompanying our meals. There was certainly plenty of food for two.
Pat's Chicken Tikka Masala was
tender, and the sauce was flavorful and not too spicy. I
couldn't resist dipping my piece
of naan in his dish on the sly. I
was quite pleased with my Aloo
Chana, although the potatoes
were a bit overcooked. The flavor of the sauce was not as robust as that of the Chicken
Tikka Masala, but the spice was
hotter to make up for it. The
menu indicated that all dishes
were prepared with "medium
spice," which can be adjusted
hotter or milder to suit personal
taste. The naan was served
fresh and warm, and we hardly
made a dent in the rice.

1 must confess I was pleasantly surprised by the meal. My
expectations were not high
originally and had plummeted
after entering and observing
tlij^rejS.taurant. The food,;however, was^uite gdod"arid satisfying, especially considering
this is an Indian restaurant in
downtown Hartford. Bombay
does offer a carry-out option,
which 1 would highly recommend. If you are exceptionally
lazy, or find yourself without
access to a car, you can also have
it
delivered
through
Ez2Get.com.
Bombay Indian Restaurant is
located at 89A Arch Street ,
Hartford, CT 06103. For reservations call (860) 724-4282.
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Community 'Activist ©f the
Weeks Jenn Monn '02
i
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Jenn Mann '02 has played a major role in Trinity's Community Service. Jenn has been a member of COLT (Community
Outreach Leadership Team) for two years and has served as the
group's PR chair this year. She has overseen a number of projects
while working for COLT and has played a large role in the creation of the first Community Outreach Newsletter (which is
available in Mather Hall). Jenn is also the head of the Wilderness Club at the Boys and Girls Club. The Wilderness Club
teams Trinity students with children from the Wilderness Club
for outdoor exploration, hiking and camping. Apart from her
community service workjenn is a senator for SGA and the philanthropy chair of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
To nominate someone for Community Activist of the Week,
please contact Jon Prosnit x3339 or Claire Moody, x3293.

I have a question about genital warts. Exactly how contagious
are they?
They are highly contagious in skin-to-skin contact with the
lesions themselves. Genital warts are similar in appearance to
warts found elsewhere cm the body. They are usually roughfeeling, white protruding bumps that resemble cauliflower in
miniature. Most are painless; some are itchy. The bad news is
that someone can have the virus, human papilloma virus
(HPV), that causes the lesions but have no actual bumps. That
means some people can spread the virus through intimate
activity and not even know they have genital Warts. So to
repeat the safer sex mantra: use condoms* even during foreplay,
arid ask your partner ifhe/she has ever noticed any lumps,
ibumps, or any thing else strange in the genital area. If you
already have genital warts, tell your partners and avoid
scratching the lesions and wash your hands well because you
• :•••
can also spread the virus on your hands. • : .
;
; -The.Health Center Waiting Rapfn has pamphlets on HPV if
: ;i
.::;::, v : you would likerhore information;::: ; : ;

Musings on Valentine's Day
Top Ten Things to Do in the Snow.

0

10. •Hike ^"personal" snow dtp.
'9.'Secc '
8. Make snow devils.
7. Build an anatomically correct snowman.
6. Get drunk and pretend that you're in a snowglobe.
5. Hold class outdoors and debate the
philosophical importance of snow.
4. Add to the ever continuing construction on
campus.
3. Make lots of snowballs for the Trinity
Commun ity and count it as community service..
2. Do the I-almost-fell-down-but-saved-myself-justin-time-aiid-still-look-cool dance.
\,
• '<,''

I What snow?

BY ERICA MARTINSON
Features Writer

I get these Word-of-the-Day
calendars every year for Christmas as my parents' tribute to
my life long obsession with
words. Some calendars are more
clever than others when it
comes to putting words to the
appropriate holiday. Three years
ago the word for February the
fourteenth was "osculate,"
which means 1: to kiss or 2:
math: to have contact of a
higher order with. It doesn't say
what with, but I remember being slightly put off by such a
word for kissing.
It sounds too technical, nothing you'd ever find in a romantic novel or movie. There was
something in there that offended all my girly, romantic
sensibilities as to the appropriateness of things you say and
you do not say.
Another year it was,a calendar of antiquated, words, the
Valentine's Day word being
"canoodle." I love the sound of

this word. "Canoodle." It's just a significant others candy hearts
great, fat word. They canoodled and single roses. It's a little cliin the moonlight. I don't like the ched, it's a little silly, but that's
definition so much, as it's a col- why we do it.
loquial Americanism meaning
Send Valentines this year.
"to fondle." Now, canoodling Send them to your friends. Send
sounds to me like something them as a goof, even. Send them
silly and light, but the defini- and revel in the cheesiness. Send
tion is also a little too technical them and osculate, canoodle,
for my tastes. I like this year's have cake. Send them and help
best, from an Italian phrase-a- a really good cause.
day calendar. My new phrase
The Newman Club will be
(and I did peek), is "tirami su" selling Valentine candy-grams
which the calendar translates outside Mather dining hall all
into "hold me close." Kinda this week during lunch and
gives a whole new meaning to dinner hours. One hundred percake.
:
cent of the proceeds will go to
No matter what words we use food for the Immaculate Conthat day, it's about honoring the ception homeless shelter here in
people we love.
Hartford.
Granted, it's a little trite that
The Newman Club makes
we have to set a calendar day and serves breakfast and dinner
aside to do this, but maybe that's ' there several times a months,
part of the point. What would a and the proceeds from these
day devoted to love and lovers Valentines will help.us conbe without a little cheesiness, tinue to do so. For one dollar,
without a little sentimentality? you'll be able to send your
It's a day when we're allowed friends a bag of candy and a
to take ourselves a little less se- message that they'll find in their
riously and give into the urge to mailboxes on February 14th.
send our friends cheesy cartoon . Send Valentine cards and help
Valentine cards and give our feed the hungry.
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Trinity Bagpipe Band to Host Ceilidh This Month
came into being in 1958, thanks
to the efforts of Professor Henry
Senior Editor
Hood. Hood helped the group
achieve enough recognition to
Strolling by Vernon Place on be chosen to play at the dedicaa Tuesday night, one might ex- tion of the Dowries Memorial
pect to hear the sounds of stu- Clock Tower and a Hartford pep
dents chatting, stereos playing, rally for Richard Nixon. Howand even the odd party here and ever, when Professor Hood left
there. In addition to those the college in 1964, the Trinity
noises, however, one might also Pipes & Drums essentially becatch the strains of the bagpipe came defunct.
classic "Scotland the Brave." The
The band didn't resurface on
sound of the pipes and drums campus until 1996, when thenhas caught many students off- freshman James Baird decided
guard, leaving them to wonder that he wanted to learn to play
where these fine musicians the bagpipes. Baird got the
came from.
Surprisingly name of a bagpipe band in
enough, they happen to be Manchester to contact, and he
members of the Trinity College eventually got in touch with
Pipes & Drums (yes, that's Bruce Lazeroff and Norman
right—Trinity has its very own Jones, who offered to hold a genbagpipe band).
eral interest meeting at Trinity.
The Bagpipe Band originally Approximately thirty-five
BY BETH GIUIGAN

people showed up at that meeting, and the Trinity Pipes &r
Drums became active for the
first time in almost thirty-five
years. Four years later, the band
was still going strong, and Baird
even got to lead his own graduation processional, playing the
bagpipes and proudly sporting
a kilt along with his cap and
gown.
Over the past few years, the
Bagpipe Band has played at
three graduations, various local
parades, and the school's 175th
anniversary celebration. They
have also sponsored three
Ceilidhs (a traditional Scottish
celebration that involves music
and dancing), and look forward
to holding another one on Saturday, February 24 at 8 p.m. in
the Vernon Social Center.
Among the featured performers

will be Donald Lindsay, a
prominent highland bagpiper
who used to perform with the
Air Force; a Celtic harpist; two
highland dancers; and a female
vocalist who will sing traditional Irish and Scottish tunes.
Current bagpipe leader Tom
Hngan '01 looks forwprd to the

Ceilidh as an event that brings
a large group of people together
for a lot of different reasons:
some come for the music, some
for the kilts, and some to celebrate their Celtic heritage. He
says it has been a fun night in
the past, and hopes to get a good
student turn«»f l"r tW event

FILE PHOTO

Bagpipers parade down the Long Walk.

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE APPOINTMENT OF JOHN ASHCROFT
TO ATTORNEY GENERAL?
A. D. PHI
"What is an
Attorney General?

ANTHONY HALL

"Well, I have
reservations
about it. You see,
my Father was
annoyed that he
didn't get it."

"

CHEESE PIZZA
bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

WINGS (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10)

MOZZARELLA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN FINGERS .. (10)
GARLIC BREAD
(16")
FRIES
CHIPS

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA"
$15.00
GRINDERS
8" Half

1$" Whole

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI

$3.95
$3.95

$7.90
$7.90

CENOA
HAM

$3.95
$3.95

$7.90
$7.90

TURKEY

$3.95

$7.90

PEPPERONI
ROAST BEEF
TUNA

$3.95
$3.95
$3.95

$7.90
$7.90
$7.90

COMBO (2 kinds of above)

$4.50

$9.00

EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
CHICKEN CUTLET
VEAL PARMIGIANA
VEAL CUTLET
'
STEAK/CHEESE
MEATBALLS
SAUSAGE
B.L.T.
VEGGIE/CHEESE
ITALIAN
•••

$3.95
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$4-99

$7.90
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$^8

C H I C K E N SALAD
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
olives and cucumbers.

CHEFSALAD

•

COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 Liter Soda
Topptngi Extra

•••••

••*5-25

Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.

GREEKSALAD

M4.99
*2.00 OFF
Large
Cheese Pizza

...$5,75

Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.

TUNASAIAD

236-2616

S H R I M P PESTO
MED $11.25 . LARGE $14.25
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Pesto sauce.

Zhe fast Qizzu {or Zke (%est (Price i,

Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.

ANTIPASTO

C H I C K E N PESTO . . . . MED S9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, Iresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

$5-75

•

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE * HARTFORD

.**FREE DELIVERY**

$6.oo

$5 25

'

Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
TOSSED SALAD
,
•
• • • • • • •$ 1 - 9 5
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
Thousand Island, and Lite Italian.
Extra Dressing
•
•••• ; 4 0 *

S4.95
$4.95
$3.00
$1.99
$.50

H O U S E SPECIAL . . . . MED $10.00 . LARGE S15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.

OPEN 7 DA^S A WEEK • 11:00 AM TO 2:00 AM

~

$5.25

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

Additional toppings $2.00 each
• • 4 HOURS NOTICE rLEASE!!

SALADS

"What is think?

SIDE ORDERS

14" Medium $7.95
16" Large $9.95
Additional Toppings: $.50onmed. $1.00 on large
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

Psi UPSILON

n.oo orr

Buy a Large Cheese
With One Topping
And Get A Second
Large Cheese For

'5.99

FREE
2 LITER SODA
With Any Large
Cheese Pizza

Medium
Cheese Pizza
2 CANS OF SODA

Buy 16" Giant Grinder
And Get
1 BAG OF CHIPS &
1 CAN SODA

FREE

FEEE

aa m not an ra «• « X •»
* i
Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
One Coupon per order.

WHITE PIE

MED $7.95 . . . URGE $9.95

Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oragano and olive oil.

WHITE CLAM
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9.95
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN ..MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN
MED $9.95 . . LARGE S13.25
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.

PASTA AND PINNERS
SPAGHETTI, Z1T1 OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OK SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA ..
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . . . . .
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
,..
BAKED ZITI
.'.
MEAT RAVIOLI . . . . . . . : . . , .
CHEESE RAVIOLI
VEGGIE RAVIOLI

$5.95
$6.95
$6.95
$7.95
$8.95
$7.95
$7.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

Includes salad and roll

DESSERT
Cheese Caka

$2.25

Cappachino Chocolate Cake

$2.25

BEVERAGES

FEATURES
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Surviving the Subtitles The
A student recounts his experience watching the
Ang Lee film Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon

to enjoy your impressive wit.
BY ANDREW SCHURR
Just before the first major fight scene,
Features Writer
you might notice something rather disturbing: Chinese people can fly. You're
Well, it finally happened, You man- just going to have to accept this, since a
aged to avoid it for two whole months, good portion of the action occurs while
but it just refuses to leave the box office characters are flailing in the air. Fortutop ten, and you've completely run out nately, only people the movie decides are
of excuses not to go. You're finally get- "cool" have this ability.
ting dragged—kicking and screaming—
During the fight scenes, it should be
to Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon.
pretty clear who the good guys and bad
But never fear, gentle Trinity student; guys are. For the first half of the movie,
just because you never watch any movie everyone wearing black is bad, while evthat doesn't contain gratuitous hard-core eryone in white is good. The only one you
nudity and at least three exploding air- really want to look out for is Chow Yun
planes doesn't mean you can't get some- Fat: he's the bald guy in the pajama shirt
thing out of this excellent foreign film. who beats the living bejeezus out of evJust by following this simple guide, you eryone he sees. For the purposes of this
too can pretentiously say "Why yes, I did movie, he is Arnold Schwartzenegger,
take in that rather interestingly charm- and should be treated accordingly. His
ing little foreign film!" while sneering at appearance in battle scenes almost always means he's about to lay the smack
the less-cultured masses.
Now, there is something you need to down on some unsuspecting fool. Be sure
understand about Crouching Tiger, Hid- to cheer and hoot whenever he enters,
den Dragon: wedged inside the epic, and shout "Ahl be baaack!" whenever he
sweeping story of denied love and per- exits.

Wedged inside the epic, sweeping story of denied love
and personal growth is a kick-ass half-hour of ridiculously
entertaining martial arts mayhem that would please even
the most jaded Schwartzenegger fan.
sonal growth is a kick-ass half-hour of
ridiculously entertaining martial arts
mayhem that would please even the
most jaded Schwartzenegger fan. The
problem is, it comes it five-minute segments surrounded by twenty, minute
segments of people staring at each other
and speaking Chinese. Your goal is to
survive the boring parts long enough to
see all of the manic action scenes,
thereby finishing the movie and satisfying whatever evil friend/significant
other/professor is forcing you to watch
it.
Once the movie starts, you might notice that nobody is speaking English.
Don't worry, this is pretty common in
foreign films. You can read the subtitles
below the screen- to find out what they're
saying, if you want, but then you'd have
to start dealing with the movie's
plot...and you didn't pay eight bucks just
to have to deal with things like "plot" or
"characters". Unfortunately, you have
about twenty minutes to go beforesomeone gets kicked in the head, so you'll have
to amuse yourself somehow. If you're
there with your girlfriend or boyfriend,
this might be a good time to start pestering them for a little "back of the theater"
action. If you're with a group of friends,
however, I highly recommend disregarding the subtitles and shouting out your
own lines for each character in cheesy
Asian accents. Not only is this great fun,
but everyone else in the theater will get

Mystical Bob's
Tarzot
VIRGO
AUG25-SEJT22.
Either you're not seeing the big picture or you're ignoring it in favor of
focusing all your energies on one
thing. You may think that it's a step
you have to finish before moving on,
but while your vision is narrow, the
world is passing you by. Step back and
catch up with it. There's something to
see.

TlSGLS
FE.5 l?-MAR 20
Your cards this week show Great
Strength, so now's a good time to get
tour life in order, especially if you've
been stressed out recently. You're in a
good place to finish up projects and
plan your next steps. You're on top of
the world and if you work and if you
work ahead, you will stay that way.

ARIE.5
MAR 21 - A r R 1?

-i-

5EKT25-OCT22

Although the dream world you've
been living in may be pretty comfortable now is the time to face facts. You
may not like what you see, but the
problem isn't going to go away by itself. Even if the situation seems illogical and ridiculous to you, keep in
mind it may be important to someone else.

Time to get in touch with your softer
side. Romance is in the air and you're
feeling a little sappy. If you're involved, spend some quality time with
your loved one. If you're single and
stalking someone, take a chance and
ask them out... or they might just ask
youljust remember to complete what
you begin and you can't go wrong.

TAURUS

SCORFIO

Around the middle of the movie, there
OCT25-NOV2I
is another long stretch bereft of any interesting violence. You may want to take
See yaourus. The spread is all about
this time to ogle one of the younger onmoney this week and according to the
screen stars, especially if your significant
cards, no one seems to have any. Now
other still seems uninterested in. any,^ ,j^aot-A;,&]C.%fotiirve^or.'yottKte,i6Jjtefe*l
mid-mbvie'Tiariky pnnfty. TF you had'rne
cing on football or you will be as upforesight to bring liquor into the theater,
set as your number one team. The XEL
this is also a good time to start up a rousis notoriously fickle. Check back during drinking game with your fellow
ing the pro playoffs. In the meantime,
moviegoers.
stay on campus and enjoy some of the
The movie pretty much follows this
free entertainment provided by
pattern until the end, two hours later. If
TCAC, AAC, and the Migrations Seyou manage to last.it out, you will be
ries.
treated with a few more dazzling fight
scenes in exchange for your patience.
When the movie lets out, be sure to lie
SAGITTARIUS '
convincingly to whoever it was that
NOV22-DE.C21
made you go in the first place. Some'good
lines to use include "The wonderfully
Others may think that you are atchoreographed fight scenes only served
tempting the impossible, but you
to heighten the drama and pathos disknow there is always a way. The Page
played by the principal characters.", or
of Swords will guide you if you use
"The Jungian overtones displayed in the
insight, intelligence and grace. Your
final scenes subtly underscored the perpassion and mental agility will allow
vasive sense of yearning throughout the
you to run circles around doubters.
piece."
Keep working: if anyone can figure
Of course, be sure to keep the lessons
out this puzzle, it's you.
you really learned to yourself: Chow Yun
Fat is a freakin' badass, and Chinese
people can fly. Congratulations, you have
CArRIGORN
survived Crouching, Tiger, HiddenDE.C22-JAN 1?
Dragon.
Oops! You're just now realizing that
This movie is now playing at Crown
you made a pretty bad choice in the
Palace 17 & Odyssey theater, so be sure
game of love. This has the potential
to check it out before it's gone.
of being a major mistake, but there
may still be time to straighten things
out if you act quickly. If you suffer
from indecision, try listening to your
heart instead of your head.Just don't
wait too long or you just may lose it
all.

APR 20 - MAY 20

Your fortunes are shifting and you're
falling into debt. Stop charging up
that credit card and pay off your
youFf fiends* stunBut lnsteadoTtrying to keep up with the Jones, just
spend a lot of time with them or utilize the concept of a loan. AT&T and
your credit card company will appreciate it. So will you when you get
your next bill.

GEMINI
MAY 21 -XIN20

The Hierophant represents the seven
vices and virtues of humanity. You
are in a stable place, enjoying social
grace and strong rewarding partnerships but weakness and snobbery are
waiting on the other side. Pride leads
to the dark side of the force, so stay
loyal to. those who support you and
be kind to children and small animals.

CANCE.R
JUN2! -JUL22
The Crab searches for a quiet home,
a safe, secure haven where it can
settle comfortably and enjoy the view
without being disturbed. Whether
you've made your nest alone or with
someone else, it's time to stop looking, take off your shoes, and wiggle
your toes in the sand. Enjoy the
beach - you've earned it!

.
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Michelle Yeoh wields a sword during one of the action sequences in Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon.

I

Lzo

AQUARIUS

JUL25-AUG22,

J A N 2 O - m 6 is
Success! Savor the sweetness. You
have worked hard and shall reap the
benefits. Your accomplishments will
serve you well in school and that
summer job search. But don't get careless now. If you want something done
well, the best way is always to do it
yourself. Shouldn't be a problem for
you since like being in charge, right?
Grab on with both hands and run
with it!

Achieving peace with those closest
to you is sometimes difficult for you,
Leo. Your ultra-sensitive nature
leads you to take innocent comments personally even after the
other person wants to reconcile. To
enjoy lasting harmony, try to interpret things in a rosier light and if you
are concerned, talk before acting.
Your loving nature will over come in
the end.
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Three Local Boys Make Good, Films, Good Films
BY ADRIAN KUDLER

Arts Editor

When Mike Aransky, Philip
Guerette and Thomas E.
Seymour wanted to premiere
their new movie Everything
Moves Alone at a local theater,
they first went to major chains.
But, they finally decided on a
venue that would be friendlier
both to them and their audience: Cinestudio. And the Trinity community is mighty lucky
the filmmakers made that
choice, because now we're right
on hand for the film debut of
these Connecticut up and comers. Everything Moves Alone
premieres at Cinestudio this
Thursday, February 8 at 7:30.
The road to the full length
feature was long. Guerette and
Seymour met in high school in
Plainville, where they began to
shoot video shorts on a
camcorder. While working at
Wendy's, Seymour met
Aransky, who had also been
making shorts, and the three
decided to collaborate. They
formed Hale Manor Productions, and about three years ago
decided to make their first fulllength feature.
Thrill Kill Jack in Hale
Manor, a campy horror comedy,
was shot on video and sold out
two premiere shows at a local
Holiday Inn. After that triumph, the partners decided to
think bigger. They felt video
production was less respected,
and Guerette says "it was a goal

for us to get to film." They the actors signed waivers, agree- Seymour, "it's a perfect town,
pooled their savings and began ing to get no compensation, al- very New England."
making the 16mm Everything though the makers promise to
As if there wasn't already
Moves Alone, completely out of pay them if Everything Moves enough multi-tasking going on
pocket. An engaged friend even Alone makes it big. Aransky at the Everything Moves Alone
offered up money from her wed- also directed, Guerette and set, Seymour also composed the
ding fund, which was used to Seymour produced, and all the entire score. The Manchesterpay for film developing. Of actors worked as grips.
based band Rane contributed
course, it was paid back.
"We don't really know
anybody rich, that's our
downfall," say the producers.
Seymour wrote the
script for the movie
about a man named
Scotch (played by
Guerette) who comes to
a strange town trying to
find his brother and
ends up running into all
sorts of trouble. Seymour tried to capture
the aimless feeling of life.
after leaving school,
when the real world is.
intimidating and humbling. But he admits to
also being inspired by
big action movies: "The
COLmTfcSY K«.LE M A N O ' i PI
main character [in EvThomas
E.
Seymour,
Tina
Angelillo
and
Philip
erything Moves Alone J is
5% action hero, those are Guerette star in Everything Moves Alone.
our heroes."
The entire movie was shot in some of their songs to the movie
Because the movie was made two weeks during August, i n 110 as well. "They really cared," says
on such a small budget, $9,000, degree heat. All the members of Guerette, "they wanted to see
everyone had to get involved in the cast carried equipment in how [their songs] worked in the
all aspects of production. the oppressive heat from loca- movie, they approved all the
Aransky, Guerette and Seymour tion to location. Scenes are set in sections with their music."
started with a casting call of Southington, at the Hillstead
Although there was so much
friends and local actors. Museum in Farmington, in the work involved in making a
Aransky, Guerette and Seymour Yale cafeteria kitchen and all movie with such a small crew,
all play major roles in the movie, over the Canton borough of the Hale Manor Productions
along with Tina Angelillo, Matt Colinsville. "We used that town team were glad for the opportuFord and Kelly Robinson All every way we could," says nities it afforded them. "In any

other movie, you get fifty, one
hundred, one hundred thousand people working, and you
don't get the vision across as
much," explains Guerette.
"With only three of us, we got
to say what we wanted."
The goal for Everything
Moves Alone is to get Hale
Manor Productions recognized
in the Connecticut area.
Guerette and Seymour worked
at the New Haven Film Festival,
and hope to have their movie
shown there this summer. They
prefer a festival like this one to
the more major venues like
Sundance because it's "small
enough to be really independent," according to Seymour.
That loyalty to the independent filmmaking process is
what broughtEveryf king Moves
Alone to Cinestudio. Seymour
explains that "people come [to
Cinestudio] for small movies
that you can't see in many
places in Connecticut. It's a
beautiful theater, and we'll get
the audience that we want."
James Hanley, who runs the
theater, helped Aransky,
Guerette and Seymour through
the process of opening a movie,
and has been very enthusiastic
about working on the event.
The three partners hope the
premiere at Cinestudio will be
just a jumping off point for
them. They all hold day jobs
now, but "we want to be able to
get by making movies," explains
Guerette, "even if we make bad
B movies for the rest of our
lives."

The Vagina Monologues,
a Valentine to Trinity
Monday's performance. Lundy.a Theatre
and Dance major, will also read the inArts Contributor
troductions to each monologue. She describes the project as one that would
On Monday, February 12, the Trinity interest any woman.
Lundy makes a note of the fact that the
College Women's Center will present
performers are not all "actors" in the traThe Vagina Monologues.
The show was created by Eve Ensler ditional sense; they are women who are
in 1997 as an amalgamation of a series interested in the project for its meaning
of interviews with a diverse range of to women. The show has a universal apwomen. All of the interviews deal with peal to females and expresses common
a single topic: the vagina. Ensler turned feelings. Lundy remarks, "I don't think [a
the interviews into a play composed of woman] could come to the show and not
seventeen different monologues with hear something [she] could relate to." She
such intriguing titles as "If Your Vagina says that the fact that the women don't
Could Talk, What Would it Say?" and think of themselves as traditional actors
adds a greater emotional depth to the
"Reclaiming Cunt."
The Vagina Monologues began as a performance.
The off-Broadway staging of the
one-woman show, but now is enjoying an
of f-Broadway run with a rotating cast of monologues is set on a simple stage, with
three actresses, including such notables three women dressed simply in black,
as Rosie Perez, Claire Danes and Calista with bare feet and no other stage settings.
Lundy says that the Trinity performance
Flockhart.
BY KATE HUTCHINSON

"I don't think [a woman] could come to theshow and
not hear something [she] could relate to."
Ensler herself has performed the show
at Trinity three times previously. Now
she has arranged a college initiative, in
which she hopes to have as many colleges as possible perform the monologues at some time around Valentine's
Day.
Trinity's performance of The Vagina
Monologues began with group meetings
initiated by members of the Women's
Center and Professor Sarah Raskin, a personal friend of Ensler's. The goal of these
meetings was to collect a group of
women interested in performing the
monologues. One of those women was
Cristina Lundy '01, who will direct

of The Vagina Monologues will also be
performed with predominantly black
costuming, but with with accents in red.
The red refers to the monologue entitled
"If Your Vagina Got Dressed, What
Would it Wear?" The only props will be
barstools for the readers to sit on. Raskin
plans to donate the proceeds from the
Trinity performance of The Vagina
Monologues to Interval House, a shelter
for battered women that has many connections to Trinity College.
The Vagina Monologues will be performed in Goodwin Hall of Austin Arts
Center on Monday, February 12 at 8:00
PM.

Shocked? Get dyer it «•#•

February 12,2001
8:00 pm
Goodwin Theater
Readings performed! by Trinity faculty
and students
Donations are in stipport of V-Day

www.Yaginamonologues.com.
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RealARTways Exhibits Deal With Space, Objects
Anymore and Electronic Models Offer Thought-Provoking Forays into Basic Subjects
Delva's objectification of it, the box of
GROSEBONER
roses or tissues can
Arts Writer
achieve emotional
content when appreciated for the
What do Mary Poppins, a gibeauty in its form.
gantic yellow dumpster, turnDelva's current
tables, the Heaven's Gate cult
exhibit
is entitled
and a shopping cart full of baElectronic Models
nanas have in common?
and contains curAll of these subjects (and
rent
technological
more) are currently being feaobjects that are "too
tured in works of art in a show
new to have yet accalled Anymore at the
crued
[their] own
realARTways gallery at 56 Arcultural
resobor Street in Hartford.
nance," but will
Curator David Borawski has
eventually become
chosen eight different artists
a nostalgic part of
whose work "addresses issues of
human history.
spatial awareness." He did not
The pieces are of
have a specific theme in mind
a stark, "ghostly
when he chose the artists, but
white" material,
instead opted for "calculated inand are set in a
tuitive selection."
straight line on a
All the works deal with conwhite floor, equinections between space and
distant
from each
time, and examine the artists'
other.
own personal and social relaThese pieces are
tionships with history.
made from plaster
These varied works include
casts of the interior
paintings, photographs, videos,
of the boxes that
sound and installations. These
such items as fax
include religiously-inspired
machines, computKRISHNA DEPEAU
wall drawings, a small house
ers and cell phones Kevin Sipp's "Turntable Alter" appears in
that a person can enter, sculpcome in. Delva re- realARTway's exhibition Anymore through April 1.
tures that rotate or have doors
the
inserts
that can be opened, and even a
Its galleries are open from
styrofoam
and
packing
inserts c i a t e ic a s m o r e * a n simply a
fourteen-minute film entitled
and fills the boxes with tool meant to serve humanity two in the afternoon until eight
"HatfAWoman" by Jacek
until the next new invention in the evening Tuesdays
hydrocal plaster.
Malinowski.
comes along. Delva's artwork through Sundays. There is also
will run concurrently with a fun, brightly-decorated snack
b^r right next to the gallery,
Anymore.
»,.,,„«_
t
"EWetaotvic Models draws our attention to the ghosts in our culture
RealARTways,' Hartford's own which serves coffee, popcorn,
created by a world voided, eviscerated and dematerialized by
contemporary art venue, is a candy and other snacks.
You don't have to be an art
unique spot that doesn't believe
computers, cell phones, and other instruments of the virtual."
in censorship and "encourages connoisseur to appreciate
loitering." The building in realARTways. Visiting this hidAnymore features the work of "within the strict confines of the
Holmes writes that "Elec- which it is located was for many den jewel of Hartford, especially
Diane Ayott, John Beech, Col- modernist prohibition against tronic Models draws pur atten- years one of the oldest type- during the runs of two interestleen Coleman, Max Estenger, gesture or signature...believing tion to the ghosts in our culture writer factories in America. ing art exhibits, is essential to
Pamela Stackamore, Sandra that the object itself can speak created by a world voided, evis- RealARTways is open 365 days anyone who can appreciate the
Guze, Kevin Sipp and more directly about its own cerated and dematerialized by a year and shows artistic and joys of aesthetics.
Malinowski.
truths than can work wrought computers, cell phones, and non-mainstream films every
For more information on exWith such a wide array of with sentiment, intent or im- other instruments of the vir- day in its own theatre (even on hibitions, movies, special events
subject matters and art styles, pression." The replica of the ob- tual."
holidays), as well as live music or any other realARTways hapthis show has something for ev- ject does not 'have a history, as
check
out
Through experiencing an ob- and small theatrical perfor- penings,
eryone. It opened on Thursday, the original does. But, through ject as form alone, we can appre- mances.
www.realartways.org.
BY AMANDA

February 1 and will close Sunday, April 1.
Thierry Delva also has work
featured at realARTways right
now in an independent show.
Delva was born in Belgium and
later moved to Canada. As an
artist, he finds everyday common objects and carves or
molds copies of them out of
materials such as sandstone,
marble, Indiana limestone or
plaster.
Although his copies have the
exact same proportions and
measurements as the original
objects, they are devoid of any
paint, dents or other marks that
might distinguish his particular subject from another object
like it.
He does not make an exact
copy of the object, but instead
focuses on recreating its form
and, essentially, "objectifies" the
object.
Some of the objects he has
used in past works include egg,
crates, flashlights, and several
different boxes ranging from
explosives containers to lobster
boxes. Many of the lids on his
works are removable, just as
they are in the original object,
but never contain anything
within them. The negative
space in the piece is just as important as the positive.
Curator Steven Holmes describes Delva's art as working

BIO/AUTO is four solo theatrical
works to be performed at Austin Arts
Center by Trinity's Community of professional artists February 8-10 at 8 pm.
Theater and'Dance Professor Lesley
Farlow stars in "Eve;" Visiting Theater •
Lecturer Mara Lieberman performs
"Feeling Science;" Theater and Dance
Prof essor Robbie McCauley is in "Paper
Work;" and Jeffry Walker, director of
the Austin Arts Center, performs in
"Prayer." This unique collaboration is
too captivating to pass up.

Trinity Chapel's Twilight Tuesdays
concert series continues with a performance by the eminent English concert
organist Nicolas Kynaston, on Tuesday,
February 113 from 5:30 to 6:30 in the
evening. This recital comes as the Annual Clarence Watters Memorial Recital. There will also be a pre-concert
reception beginning at 5:00.

Justin Ball '01 presents David
Mamet's Sexual Pervisity in Chicago
this Thursday, February 8 at 4:15 and
8:00 pm in Seabury 19. The play concerns four young people involved in
"sorting out their lives." Mamet's work
is always complicated and twisted, but
also contains a relieving levity to it.
Ball's direction in the past has been astute and dead on, so when the two artists combine on Thursday, the show
will definitely be entertaining and
thought-provoking.
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Gauguin at the Wadsworth? Yeah, I would Go 'Guin
Gauguin and de Haan WorksDisplayed in Athenaeum showing of "Nirvana"
are the best-known aspects of Gauguin's Haan, inscribed "Nirvana," attests to the as an ominous metaphorical presence, a
fascinating life and personality.
friends' common interests, as well as fox, a gargoyle-like monster. These picBy the late 1880's, Gauguin had aban- Gauguin's mixed feelings (admiration, tures can be read as illustrative of mixed
doned the Impressionistic realist ap- gratitude, envy, rivalry) toward de Haan. feelings - admiration, gratitude, rivalry.
Gauguin's "Nirvana": Painters at Le proach to landscape for a more symbolist It is intense, symbolic, complex. The
One of the features of the exhibit at the
Pouldu opened January 27 at the view of the world. Inspired by Japanese mask-like face and vivid colors make it Wadsworth is scenes from the dining
Wadsworth Athenaeum. This exhibi- prints and the art of indiginous peoples, hauntingly abstract and give it a room wall of the inn of Marie Henry at
tion, which runs through April 29, reas- Gauguin takes a
Pouldu, decorated by
sembles about thirty interrelated simple, direct and
Gauguin and de Haan.
artworks/paintings, drawings, prints decorative approach
De Haan's "Breton
and sculptures by Gauguin, de Haan and to art, using lush,
Women
Scutch-ing
Paul Serusier from collections around vivid and often nonFlax" is his largest work
the world.
naturalistic color, and
and resembles Egyptian
wall paintings. Other noPaul Gauguin is best known as the thick, flat, two-dimentable pieces from the
post-impressionist painter whose lush sional forms.
Maison Marie Henry incolor, flat, two-dimensional forms and
Perpetually seeking
clude "The Goose" (1889),
subject matter helped form the basis of isolated, unspoiled lopainted as a signpost,
modern art. We also know him from the cations where he
and "Adam and Eve"
legends as a man searching for paradise, could pursue his art,
(1890). This work is vivid,
an ideal and pristine way of life. But, the Gauguin found a temyet awkward and not
truth of his life is much more complex porary refuge in Le
subtle or convincing.
and engaging.
Pouldu, a rustic fishSome of the most strikPaul Gauguin was born in Paris on ing village in Brittany.
ing images in the exhibit
June 7,1848, into a liberal middle-class It was in Le Pouldu in
are the zinco-graphs, cre1889
where
he
would
family. After an adventurous early life,
ated on zinc plates and
he became a successful Parisian stock- produce some of his
printed on vivid, canary
most
original
works.
broker, settling into a comfortable bouryellow paper. There is
geois existence. In 1874, after meeting He settled there in
something beautiful
the artist Camille Pissarro, and viewing 1889 and was joined
about the melancholic
by
several
followers,
the first impressionist exhibition, he beCOURTESY WADSWORTH ATHENAEUM
print "Human Misery,"
came a collector and amateur painter. He most notably the Gauguin's "Nirvana:Portrait of Meyer de
depicting the bleak imDutch
painter
Meyer
exhibited with the impressionists sevHaan" is at the Wadsworth Athenaeum now.
ages of life in Brittany.
eral times, but with little critical success. de Haan (1852-1895).
The
exhibit
also
features a number of
In 1883 he gave up his secure life to de- Gauguin and de Haan also shared intel- sphynx-like presence. The two nudes in
vote himself to painting, leaving behind lectualand philosophical concerns, and the background symbolize life and still-lifes inspired by Cezanne, including
over the; next year they often worked side death, and the snake in the foreground "The Ham" (1889). This work uses unhis wife and children.
by
side. Brief as it was, the period in makes the letter G to suggest the artist's usual color harmonies and a complex,
Gauguin's art has all the appearance
and even disturbing, arrangement of the
Pouldu
was a turning point for Gauguin. name.
of a flight from civilization, of a search
ham on the table.
Some
of
his
most
haunting
symbolist
for new ways of life, more primitive,
The relation between Gauguin and de
works
were
produced
in
this
period,
inmore real and more sincere. His break
Haan isfullof ambivalence, inspiration,
The display of Gauguin's work at the
away from a solid middle-class world, cluding the image called "Nirvana" jealousy and co-dependence. De Haan Wadsworth Athenaeum is hauntingand
abandoning family, children and job, his (1889) which was the starting point for appears in a number of guises in engaging, and reveals the intricacies of
refusal to accept easy glory and easy gain this exhibition. Gauguin's portrait of de Gauguin's works: as himself in portrait, this complicated and innovative artist.
BY DIANA POTTER

f Arts Writer

Jones and Raneri
Captivate Seabury 19
BY CYNTHIA CONVEY

Arts Writer

Charlie Parker once said "Music is your
own experience, your own thoughts,
your wisdom. If you don't live it, it won't
come out of your horn. They teach you
there's a boundary line to music, but
man, there's no boundary line to art."
On Wednesday January 31, students
from all over campus witnessed this
theory in action.
Students congregated in Seabury's Studio 19 to listen to Composer Peter Jones
and his accompanist Doug Raneri bring
the stage to life with their new compositions and distinctive style.
After the musicians took the stage, the
house quieted, and the lights came up.
The musicians began to play slowly and
rhythmically. From this soft beginning,
the performance gradually metamorphosed into a vibrant blend of off-beat
jazz and subtle new age, with Jones on
the electric piano and Raneri on drums.

body, not just his arms and hands, to add
emphasis to his music. As stated by one
audience member, "his music made me
want to get up and dance. His playing
was very inspirational because he was so
involved with it." Another remarked, "I
couldn't believe how into it they were
both getting, and it was so cool to see
people with that much intensity."
The experience was a magnificent illustration of the kind of art that results
from intense fervor and dedication. The
music was so passionate and skillful that
it transcended simple musicianship and
became a type of artistry, the kind Parker
spoke about. The two men were so
wrapped up in the process that when the
audience clapped unexpectedly in the
middle of the performance, they didn't
seem to take notice.
It was only afterward, when the presentation ended and the question and
answer session began, that the two men
came back to earth and made contact
with the audience.
It was apparent through Jones' and

Raneri was so absorbed in his music that he often
closed his eyes and moved his entire body, not just his
arms and hands, to add emphasis to his music.
While the music itself was engaging,
what made this performance particularly unique was the degree of passion
and energy that the musicians put into
.it. It was clear that both men were deeply
committed to their work, and that they
invest a lot of their heart and soul in their
conceptions. Raneri in particular was
so absorbed in his music that he often
closed his eyes and moved his entire

Raneri's enthusiasm in response to questions that they live for their music. They
spoke about their previous collaborations, and it was clear that the two had a
good rapport, both as musicians and
friends.
Peter Jones and Doug Raneri proved to
us all that when such passion is obtained, work becomes play, both for the
artist and for the audience.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Around LECTURES
Trinity...

Wednesday, February 7

Thursday, February 8
After a long day of "learning" at the
Tutorial College, a group of students were
seen on the Summit Suite Quad blowing
off some steam in a friendly snowball
com bat session. Unbeknownst to the frolicking students, their play was about to
get serious. Amid the snowballs and tackling, a Tutorial College science professor
entered the fray, completely without
warning, sans coat or gloves. His rocket
of an arm protected him for a while, that
is, until the twenty or so students converged on him. Just another day at the
Tutorial prison yard...

5:00 PM

Heads Up!
Late Monday night, as the Tripod
staff and AT braved the weather and diligently worked on this weeks issue, they
were surprised by a sudden attack. Confused by the loud noises, various staff
members ran around the office until AT
discovered the missile launch at the plate
glass window. Five strapping males,
guided by a lone female warrior, were
launching a full out attack, hoping to
achieve eternal fame in AT's column.
They even went so far as to give us a collective moon. Your wish has been
granted,.
Snow Michaelangelos
Agroup of six students, calling themselves the "Spunk Monkeys" spent an
evening in a serious architectural pursuit.
After terrorizing the library with missiles
suspiciously resembling snowballs, the
students turned their attention to sculpture. AT unwittingly stumbled upon a
well-constructed snowman standing in
the lobby of Summit North. Luckily AT
doesn't have delicate sensibilities; while
at first one might presume the students
were trying to recaputure their lost childhood, it would seem that they were actually trying to recreate the latest issue of
PlnyGirl with ah anotomically correct
(male) snowman.

Who Wants to be a VJ Anyway?
Our own MTV VJ came back to a
hero's welcome this weekend, and in spite
of his heartbreaking loss, he was regaled
with wine, women and song. Did we
mention women? Because at one point
at a Tri-Delt party on Friday he was dancing with half a dozen young ladies when
they all decided to take off their shirts
and get their groove on. We were sure
this young blade would be getting
women undressed, but we thought it
might be in his room. Amongst all the
giggling, two of them even engaged in a
little eroticism, which AT found quite
arousing,., er, we mean amusing.

Spectator Sports
One room in vernon place has become the place to be when late-night action is finished on the weekends. Atone
person's room, a crowd of frustated
singles assembles at early morning hours
to hear the sounds of wild love, with dirty
talk, S&M and acoustic jazz. While her
young vistor drives it home, the crowd
cheers silently, does the wave, and rumor
has it there'll be a beer vendor there this
Saturday night. Thanks guys, keep the
show going.

4:00 PM

William H. MacLeish, son of poet and playwright Archibald MacLeish, will sign his recently
published memoir of his father, "Uphill with
Archie: A Son's Journey" (Simon & Schuster, 2001)
at Gallows Hill Bookstore on the campus of Trinity College on Thursday, 8 February from 4:00 PM
to 5:30 PM. The event is free and open to the
publicFor more information, please phone Gallows Hill Bookstore at (860) 297-5231.

Thursday, February 8

4:00 PM

Dr. Peggy Drexler will be presenting her talk
"Parenting: Gay or Straight, Does it Matter?" in
Hamlin Hall, Faculty Club. Sponsored by the
Women's Studies Department and the Psychology
Department. All are welcome, admission is free.

Thursday, February 8

4:15 PM

The Philosophy Department presents: "The
Imagination and Truth" given by Dr. Rebecca
Goldstein Thursday, February 8, 2001 McCook
Library 4:15 p.m. Call x2471 for more information. Admission is free, all are welcome.

Tuesday, February 13

6:00 PM

The Women's Center presents the I AM BEAUTIFUL conference. This experimental workshop >
shares concrete tools for uncovering the beautiful inner self and building a more confident, solid •,
base from with to explore one's unique purpose
and value. All are welcome. From 6:00 PM to 8:30
PM in Hamlin Hall. Includes dinner, Please RSVP
tox2480.

Wednesday/ February-14

TRINITY TRIPOD - FEBRUARY

8:00 PM

The Department of Religion presents the
Michael P. Getlin Lecture in Religion "The Politics
of Bibilical Interpretation" to be given by Dr. John
J. Collins, Yale Divinity School in McCook Auditorium. Admission is free, all are welcome.

BIO/AUTO
The Austin Arts Center presents an engaging
and eclectic three-night reperatory of stories by
six solo theater performers. Drawing from the
community of professional Trini ty artists as well
as visiting guests, these interlaced programs are
bound together by themes of biography - lucid
passages from the lives of compelling characters,
real and imagined, and from the lives of the performers themselves. The six solo performances
will feature: Leslie Farlow, Mara Lieberman,
Deborah Lubar, Robbie McCauleyJeffry Walker,
and Deke Weaver. Running from Thursday, February 8 .through Saturday, February 10 at 8:00
PM. $10 general admission, $6 discounts, free
with Trinity ID. Call the Austin Arts Center at
297-2330 for more information.

SEXUAL PERVERSITY IN
CHICAGO
Justin Ball, '01, directs David Mamet's acerbic
play of a young foursome sorting out their lives.
Shows are on Thursday, February 8 at 4:15 PM
and 8:00 PM In Seabury Hall, studio 19.

OEDIPUS THE KING
Fromjanuary 11 through February 11 the Hartford Stage presents Oedipus the King, directed by
Jonathan Wilson. Call the Hartford Stage for
more information and to order tickets.

TWILIGHT TUESDAYS
On Tuesday, February 13, Nicholas Kynaston,
England's most recorded concert organist, will
perform the Annual Clarence Watters Memorial
Recital. General admission is $7 general; $4 seniors and students. Trinity College Chapel, 5:30
PM-6:30 PM.

AUDITIONS
Actors and Actresses of ALL experience levels
wanted for the Studio 19 series going up on
Thursday, March 15th. Two plays to be directed
by Peter Goldwyn '01 and Sarah Farnham '02.
^ife.jBatejadJerAales.are.needed, don't worry
if you've never acted before. Come to auditions
being held February 12 from 8 PM-10PM in
Seabury 19. No preparation is necessary-we will
supply materials. The auditions will tun 5-10
minutes and it is a drop-in format. Anyone with
questions can call Sarah at x2749.

CINESTUDIO

THE CONTENDER

6,2001

PERFORMAN

The 2nd Lecture in the Human Rights Program
Spring 2001 Series: "Children on Death Row: How
Does the U.S. Criminal Justice System Treat Children?" from 5:00 PM - 6:30 PM in the Wean Terrace Room B, Mather Hall. Presented by Steven W
Hawkins. Admission is free and all are welcome.
Reception will follow at 6:30 PM.

Let's talk about Chemistry,
Baby...

THE

Fri. and Sat., Feb. 8 & 9
Sat. Feb. 9

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(2000) Written and directed by Rod Lurie. Cast: Gary Oldman, Joan Allenjeff Bridges, Sam Elliott,
Christian Slater, Mariel Hemingway. Although it may be hard to rival the drama of the last Presidential election, The Contender is a first rate political thriller that peers into the secretive back rooms of
power. President Evans, as played byjeff Bridges, is a quirky leader with an uncontrolable appetite (for
food). No sooner does he try to replace his suddenly-out-of-the-picture Vice President with a woman
(Joan Allen), than his candidate finds herself in the swirling intrigue of a sex scandal. Although writer/
director Ron Lurie names All the President's Men as his favorite film, The Contender is decidedly more
ambiguous in naming its characters as good, bad or just plain ugly. 125 min. www.thecontenderthefilm.com/

THE ORIGINAL KINGS OF COMEDY Fri. & Sat Feb. 8 & 9

10:00 PM

(2000) Director: Spike Lee. Cinematographer: Malik Sayid. With: Steve Harvey, D,L Hughley, Cedric
the Entertainer, Bernie Mac. In what could well be the funniest movie of the year, Spike Lee turns the
spotlight on four major black comedians and the farewell performance of their American tour in Charlotte, North Carolina. Raucous, raw and blisteringly truthful, these four guys rock the house, each with
their unique style of humor. The evening's host, Steve Harvey, has fun dissing the unintelligible lyrics
of hip hop; D. L Hughley riffs on the dangerous pastimes of whites ("Bungee jumping is too much like
hanging!"); Bernie Mac laments the disappearance of "Big Mamas"; and Cedric the Entertainer weighs
in on the vagaries of Bill Clinton, whom he calls "our one president with Negroid tendencies." 117 min.
www.kingsofcomedymovie.com/
•

THE 5000 FINGERS OF DR T & GERALD MCBOING BOING
Sun.-Tues.,Feb.l0-13
Sun., Feb. 10

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(1953) Directed by Roy Rowland. Screenplay by Dr. Seuss (Theodore Geisel). Songs by Frederick Hollander and Dr. Seuss. Cast: Hans Conreid, Tommy Rettig, Mary Healy. Fans of the unadulterated Dr.
Seuss have been mighty disappointed by recent forays into the world of this one-of-a-kind writer of
children's books. If you're looking for the real thing, check out a movie written by Seuss that's full of
enough light-spirited anarchy to captivate imaginative kids of any age. The 5000 Fingers sets up a boy
against his egomaniacal piano teacher, who chains children to a giant piano in a twisted plan to rule
the world. The songs, also written by Seuss, are masterpieces of off-the-wall wit. (Come On and Dress
Me is an all-time favorite!) Also playing is Gerald McBoing Boing, a delightful 7 minute cartoon written
by Dr. Seuss and designed by animator John Hubley. 88 min. - compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Carolyn Webb

Calling All Trinity College
Musicians

From Monday, January 29 through Friday,
March 16, Carolyn Webb will be featured in the
Austin Arts Center Widener Gallery. Her familiar yet mysterious abstract sculptures are made
from elements of nature. Admission is free, open
from 1:00 PM to 6:00 PM daily.

The Trinity College Musician's Collective is
calling for any and all student/faculty/administration musicians interested in participating
and/or performing in Trinity's premier music
event: Trinity Live 2001. Questions/Concerns:
Andy Starr, x2808.

The Paul Mellon Bequest
The current exhibition at the Yale Center for
British Art is the Paul Mellon Bequest: Treasure of
a Lifetime. It opens February 17. Yale Center for
British Art is located at 1080 Chapel Street in New
Haven, CT. Call 432-3800 for more info.
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Rick Gifford from Beaver College/Arcadia University will be at Trinity to answer questions
about study abroad on Wednesday, February 7
from 11AM-1PM outside of Mather Dining Hall.
Take advantage of this opportunity to learn more
about the study abroad opportunities through
Beaver College/Arcadia University.

Eagle Viewing

Tuesday; February 6
^

Study Abroad with Beaver College/
Arcadia University

t . ^ ^ : ~ ' - \ - • ; / ( . • • . . C r y p t . C h a p e l

/ •.••••• :'••:••

•• ; 5:00 PM^:^:f-'':£':i : <';.-i\'•"Carillon 1 L e s s o n s - •••;i:: •
N ; •:'••; ' / v •: C h a n g e R i n g i n g ;; ;••.{;•

Thursday,February8

.; "71:•:,.:7...:;•

7- :• ;777:77::,ZMMedit3tion:
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Sunday/
:::i4;i5'PMJ:;

The Interdisciplinary Science Center is sponsoring an Eagle Viewing along the Connecticut
River with the Connecticut Audubon Society on
Saturday, February 10. Depart 8:30 AM from
Celment parking lot. Return at 1:00 PM. Transportation provided. Open to all Trinity Students, Faculty & Administration. Please RSVP to
helen.ulrich or Helen at x4008 no later than Feb.
6 to reserve your spot.
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Step Afrika

On Tuesday, February 6 come to Step Afrika
from 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM in the Washington
Room. Admission is free.

Wednesday Night Movie Series
This week, the Wednesday Night Movie Series
will be showing a double feature of Malcom Xand
The Best Man. Shows will begin at 7:00 PM in
McCook auditorium. All are welcome, admission
is free. Sponsored by the Office of Student
Activites and Campus Centers.

Taste Fair
There will be a non-alcoholic wine and cheese
tasting on Thursday, February 8 from 8:00 PM to
11:00 PM in Vernon Place. Admission is free.

Chocolat
The French Club Invites you to see "Chocolat"
Thursday, Feb. 8, around 5:00 PM (exact time
TBA). We will car-pool to the Crown Theater in
Hartford or the East-Harford showcase cinema.
Free to French Club members and French students. Please RSVP to. Audrey Sartiaux at 2523 or
by e-mail.

Capoeira Workshop

ISO Party

There will be a Capoeria Workshop on Tuesday February 6, from 7-9 PM in Seabury Studios
Capoeira is a Brazilian movement form that combines martial arts, attack and defense, gymnastics, music, dance, breaking, trickery, and play.
Professor Caxias of Grupo Capoeira Brazil will
be instructing. He will be on campus three times
this semester so wear work out clothes, and come
• ready to move.

There will be an ISO part on Friday, February
9 from 10:00 PM to 2:00 PM in the Vernon Place
Social Center. Alt. bev., ID required.

Truth and Method: Challenging the
Norms
An interdisciplinary conference sponsored by
(gjrmity, .Colle^,_.on,,Fe^ruarv^l9,^2.Q_ in the
%ittenbergX6ung^^^^
Trinity community and public. Admission is free.

Snow Day!
Take a snow day in Stowe, Vermont, through
the Spring 2001 Trips and Attractions Series The
trip is on Saturday, February 10- The bus will leave
Mather at 7:00 AM, and depart Stowe at 7:00AM.
Tickets are $10 for the bus (you are responsible
for all other expenses). There are only 45 seats
available, so pick up your tickets at the Mather
Front Desk soon. Call x2171 for more information.
p&pcaamv&AkyifkeQlIice oLStudemActi vines andCampus Center.

..

.;

.

> •• < ••

Spring Break in Montreal'!
There will be a trip to Monteral for the first
weekend of Spring Break. Deposit^are due on or
by Saturday, February 10. Call ext. 2171 for more
information. A part of the Spring 2001 Trips and
Attractions Series, sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and Campus Center.

JVOTT

Classifieds

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
This schedule is for Friday, February 2 through Thursday, February 8, unless other
wise noted. Movie schedules may have changed since press time, please call the
theater at 232-2820 for feature times.
,
,
2:00 PM, 4:30 PM
7:10 PM, 4:30 PM, 9:30 PM
2:00 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM

102 Dalmations
Charlie's Angels
The Family Man

Crown Palace 17 & Odyssey-330 New Park Avenue
..,•...

• This schedule is for Friday, February 2 through Thursday, February 8, unless other
wise noted. Movie schedules may have changed since press time, please call the
theater at 247-CRWN for feature times.
.

Cast Away
Chocolat
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
Double Take
' •.'.
The Emperor's New Groove
Everest
Finding Forrester
TheGift
Head Over Heels
The Living Sea
.
T h e

P l e d g e

,

!

••.,••,•••.-••••

Save the Last Dance
Snatch ,.
Sugar and Spice
Thirteen Days
Traffic
Valentine'
Wedding Planner

\

'..",

•

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Students Groups
Earn $1000 - $2000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required. . ..-,
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundriaser.com at (860)
932-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
Part time positions available
. : . flexible hours : . . - .
working with other Trinity studnets
Call Jerry Morris Package ,
•:

'

•

2 4 6 - 3 5 9 5

—

•••••"•

••-

12:20PM, 3:45PM, 7:05PM, 10:00 PM.
"
1:00 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:55 PM
11:55 AM, 2:40 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:50 PM, 10:20 PM
•7:15 P M ,9 3 0 P M , • • • • " ' •
12:10 PM, 2:35 PM, 4:45 PM
11:30 AM, 2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
1:05 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:10 PM ,
12:15 PM, 2:45 PM, 5:20 PM, 8:10 PM, 10:30 PM
12:45 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:45 PM
12:45 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:45 PM, 8:15 PM
. •
3:50PM, 10:25 PM : •
- ;i
•• :;
11:50 AM, 2:25 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:15 PM
11:40 AM, 2:15 PM, 5:05 PM, 8:15 PM, 10:30PM
12:55 PM; 2:50 PM, 5:25 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:35 PM
12:35 PM, 8:05 PM
'
.
12:50 PM,4:00 PM, 7:10 PM,10:05PM'
12:00 PM, 1:10 PM, 2:10 PM, 3:20 PM, 4:25 PM, 5:30 PM,
7:00 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:10 PM; 9:50 PM
'
12:05 PM, 12:45 PM, 2;30 PM, 3:15 PM, 4:55 PM, 5:35 PM,
7:20 PM;8:00PM, 9:40 PM

^

^

tor
ity stuclervts :to.be'Vbl-'.
k PQ^ERHOURf
^
p
from; ^

j ^ at le&st:;2::hours; Ji:we:ek; to spare and; want to;;;
|i^a^e:a.differ6ricfcln;a chill's lifeicQ
||ng^POMp.^GU^
ICluB at Irinity- ;Ifiyoy- are interested1 contact M L \
%•Tft'AMPS lat the! Office; of Community Service at

Large Cheese Pizza

$7.00

495 Farmington Avenue
Pick-up Only!
klwer anywhere in West Hartford orHartford Monday
$7,00 minimum
for delivery

w
w

233-8888

Use your charge card

O p e n 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

? . J minimum)
>*
($10,00

f r an delivei

We deliver slices and cigarettes

Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
$ 7.50
,. $ 9.85
$13,00
$13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni .•
$ 9.00
$13.00
$17.00
$18.00
Veqnie
;
$10.00
$14.85
$17.50
$18.50
Sgt Pepperoni Special
$11.50.....
„
$18.00
$22.00
$22,00
Additional Toppings
$ .50
$ 1.00
$ 1.50
$ 1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham,

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

wiih your choice of lettuce,, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup,

Philly Cheese Steak
,
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
Phiily Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Ch'tcken Parmigiana.....
"tgg^VPwrmgtana
Meatball Parmigiana
Ham, Salami, Cheese
•
Ham & Cheese....
Turkey& Cheese
Tuna & Cheese
,
Veggie & Cheese
.-...,..
Pepperoni & Cheese
Salami & Cheese
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese,,,..,
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
BLT& Cheese
Grilled Ham & Cheese

Our own handmadejpizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

$5.50
$6.25
$7.45
$5.15
$5.15 •
$5.15
$5.40
, ., $5.15
....,......,...$5.15
$5.15
$4.50
$5.40
,„» $4.90
$5.65
$6.00
•„
$4.25
..$4.90

DINNERS'
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagria• Manicotti•Ravioli • Stuffed Shells•
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

•Ail prices do not include tax,

Calzone...; ........
each additionalfillingl

$4.90
$.50

APPETIZERS
Buffalo. Tenors...............
-BufMrWrigrr^
Chicken Fingers .,„„. •.
Mozzarella Sticks
OniQn Rings...
,
French Fries
Cheese Fries
Fried Dough
Breadsticks
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/cheese
Chips

,.,

SALADS

Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25

SODAS (one liter) $1.60

I FREE Order of FRIED DOUGH jFREE Order of 6; RLIC BREAD j
I w i t h Any Pizza O r d e r | with Any Mediu.ni ?km Order 1

j

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

J

$4.05
$5.75
$5.75
$ .50

.......?.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

I

.(6) for $5.75
(12) for $6.00
$6.00
(7)for$4.75
..;.......... ...$3.20
$2.65
$3.70
(8) for $2.50
(8)for$2.50
$1.85
$2.40
$.50

Must present coupon - Coupon oinnot be combined,
Must mention coupon before ordering

|

(two liter) $2.50
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

$2.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza

j

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

§

#"T
$2.50 OFF

$1.00 OFF

$

•.' . Any Small Pizza •.

Any Large Pizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.'
Must mention coupon, before, ordering. . .•; |

• Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be-combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

• i - . . . , - • . .

, . . • • . .

, •

I Large Cheese Pizza $7,
I
ih purchase
h of any
with
I
Large Pizza
coupon - Coupon cannot be combined..
I Must present
Must mention coupon before ordering

.

'

-.

B

• •

.

musi mention cou|

•*** II *J£

<••
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Track Finishes Well at
Tufts Invitational

Student Athlete
Profile
Name: David Kleiner
Hometown; Guilford,Cc
Class 2001
Major History
Dave is the Captain of the
200001 Trinity Men's
Hockey leant. A graduate of
Guilford High School, Dave
took a postgraduate year at
the Taft School. While, at
Guilford, Dave was AII State
in both hockey and soccer.
While at Taft he was All
League and AII New
England in Soccer

Tripod: "Dave, why did you
choose to come to Trinity?"
Dave: "I wanted to go to a
NESCAC school. I think the
NESCAC offers the nation's .best
combination of academics and
athletics. The hockey team is in
a real competitive league and
plays against some of the nation's
top division IN programs."
Tripod: "This year's Men's
Hockey Team has had an amazingse-asbri so far. What has made
the difference this year?"
Dave: "We have a very small senior class, so the commitment of
the underclassmen, especially
the juniors has been critical to the

team's success. All the returners
really worked hard in the
offseason to help us redeem for
last season.
The team has really made a
commitment to eachother and
that's really helped us to gel."
Tripod: "What does it mean to
be the team captain?"
Dave: "Well, our team is full of
leaders and that's something
that's really helped us this year.
We only have a couple of seniors
on the team, so a lot of younger
players have, taken on leadership
roles. The team is really focused,
which makes my job alot easier."

1

'

.

.

:

•

"

-
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Bantam Runners Working Hard in the Field House

LAURA RAND

"It went really well. People all did great
individually, the freshmen ran well and
Sports Editor
proved their talent this past weekend,"
commented senior captain Marisa Eddy.
Trinity has high hopes going into their
The Trinity Indoor Track team traveled to Tufts this past Saturday to com- next two meets. Many of the team's
pete against NESCAC rivals Amherst members have hopes of achieving qualiand Tufts, along with six other schools. fying times for the upcoming New England Div. Ill Championships as well as
The weekend was a successful one.
The men's team finished sixth of the the Div III National Championships.
The season thus far gone well and the
nine teams, while the women's team finished eighth out of the nine teams that team's success should be a good measure
for what should a a successful effort in
were competing.
The team's hardwork was evident as the upcoming spring season.
"The spring is hopeful. The men's team
the Bantam athletes showed across the
board improvement in their times. Trin- is great and the women's team is young
ity didn't bring any relay teams to the and promising," said Eddy. The track
meet, but despite this fact the team still teams next competition will be at Smith
College on February 10.
made its presence felt on the track.
^'V-

BY ALICE ROBINSON

l^TVfctorious
Trinity Defeats Harvard in Closely Contested Match

Drop Two More
Lady Bants Have Dropped Eight in A Row
BY ALICE ROBINSON

Sports Writer

The Women's Basketball team started
the past week off against Western Connecticut State on Tuesday night. Unfortunately, the night didn't bring the Lady
Bants the win that they desperately been
in search of. With the loss, the team's
losing streak reached seven games and
their record fell to 5-11 overall and 0-4
in the NESCAC

Trinity faced NESCAC rival Amherst
and returned home with a 78-54 loss.
This loss was a disappointing-one for
Trinity, as they.were hoping to step up
and capture a victory. .
• •;.
The game was extremely competitive
and the win was within the reach for the
Bantams. .
••....
Trinity started off strong. The Bantams had a solid first half. "We played
well in. thefirst half, we came out ready
to play, but we lost it in the second half.
We need to start playing for forty min-

We don't play forty minutes of good basketball ...Our
goal for the rest of the season is to get it together and
play a whole game. -Jackie Siscone '01
Rohan Juneja '02 battles Harvard's Dylan Patterson

continued from page twenty
the one spot, Akhil Behl '01, Patrick
Malloy '04, and Nadeem Osman '04.
Others Trinity players involved in the 54 final included Ragontse, Kyme, who
lost a tight match in four games, Gaurav
Juneja '02, who also lost in four games,
and Loua Coetzee '01, who lost in five

JAMES CABOT

formance. They felt they did not play up
to their potential. Coach Assaiante echoed these sentiments saying, "We have to
refocus if we hope to three-peat." Despite
the disappointment Trinity still defeated
the nation's number two ranked squash
team. Though they hope for a more decisive victory at the nationals, for now

The game did not begin well for,the utes andtemember that the second half
Bants, Western Connecticut held Trinity is just as important as the first half," comto a mere five field goals in the opening mented junior guard Bridget Dullea retwenty minutes and secured a 41-23 lead garding her team's play in Amherst.
at the half. However, following the trend "Bridget is right, we don't play forty minof their recent games, Trinity came out utes of good basketball. We cameout and
ready to play in the second half.
play an awesome first half, but in the secWith a combination of tenacious de- ond half we weren't focused and dug a
fense and a skillful offense the Lady deep hole that we couldn't get out of. Our
Bants were able to give Western Con- goal for the rest of the season is to get it
'We have to refocus if we hope to three-peat"
necticut a scarem. Trinity cut the West- together and play a whole game. Coach
-Head Coach Paul Assainte
ern Connecticut lead to one point in the Pine has.been, emphasizing in practice
final two minutes. Trinity was on fire. that we haveto play the second half like
the Bantams will attempt to refocus and The Bantams scored five straight points we do the first,".said captain Jackie
games.
•••'.•.
In other matches, Trinity got vic- concentrate on their upcoming matches. on two free throws and a threepoint bas- . Siscone '01. The basketball team istrying
. ' Trinity will travel to Brown on ket by McKenzie Corby '02 and Bridget to look ahead and focus oti their upcomtories from Noah Wimmer '02, Carl
Baglio '03, Duncan Pearson '01, and Tuesday before returning home to face Dullea 02' respectively. Unfortunately, ing games.
Joshua Miller '01, while Thaddeus Rob- Colby and Bates on Saturday/The Colby the run was not enough to give Trinity . 1 The team's next game will be at Salve
erts '03 fell in, three games. Of the four- and Bates matches are at 1:00 and 4:00 the edge they needed and Western Con- Regina on Tuesday. According to Dullea
respectfully. Then on Sunday the Ban- necticut secureda 70-65victory. ••'
teen total matches Trinity won nine.
and Siscone, this is a winnable game that
Saturday did not bode well for will hopefully signal the end of the
Despite the victory, the team was tams will host Hobartat 11:00 in the.
the Women's Basketball team either. Bantam's current losing streak.
extremely disappointed with their per- morning.
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD - FEBRUARY

Bantam Swimming and
Diving travels to Bowdosn
BY MICHAEL TOBIN

Sports Writer

SHANE EARLY

The Intramural Insider scours the campus each week to find
the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramural sports....
Intramural Insider: "Kevin I heard the reason you're not
pjaying intramural basketball this season is because you are
hands down the worst basketball player at Trinity College. Is this
true???"
Kevin Alexander '03: "Man that ain't why I'm not
playin'. I mean I might be pretty bad at ballin*. but that ain't
why I ain't playin'. Yo once I found out Jayme Dorr '03 wasn't
ina.be roc-kin' those short shorts again this year I just lost

Want To Be Part
of a Team That's
Gone to the
NCAARegional
Championships
Each of the Past
Three Years???
THE BASEBALL TEAM IS
LOOKING FOR A MANAGER
If Interested Contact Assistant Coach
Jay Barbarotta at Extension 4043

BE PART OF A WINNING TEAM

6,2001

Four teams met at Bowdoin College
this weekend: Wesleyan, Trinity, Bowdoin and Colby. The Trinity Swim Team
matched up only against Bowdoin and
Colby because the team already swam
against Wesleyan in January. The
women defeated Bowdoin in a close
match, 155-143; however, could not compete with Colby.
The men lost to both Colby and Bowdoin. Even more important thanthe
scores, both teams had plenty of great
swims. Of the twenty-eight Trinity
swimmers at least eighteen earned either
their best time of the season or a personal
record.
The meet started on a positive note
when the women's 200-yard medley relay took first over Bowdoin. The relay
team was comprised of Kathryn
Youngberg, Jennie Bartlett, Cory Bernard, and Beth Stroker.
All of Trinity's distance swimmers
fared well. In the 1000-yard freestyle,
Laura Centofanti '03, and Kathryn
O'Donoghue'03 finished .03 seconds
apart beating both Bowdoin swimmers.
The men 1000-yard swimmers, Christian Sterling and Reese Lee, both had
their best times of the season. Sterling,
after dropping about twenty seconds to
finish second overall, said, "Alex
Blanchard played a big part, and I was
wearing my trusty Speedo." In the 500yard freestyle.In the women's 100-yard
breast freshman Bartlett finished first
overall, getting one of the few victories
lams had all day.

'01 and Matt Schiller '01 dropped nearly
a second. In both 100-yard and 200-yard
backstroke events, the women swimmers all had their best times of the season.
Freshmen Lauren Albrecht, Aynslie
Accomando, and Youngberg all dropped
at least four seconds total in their two
races. After one of the races Youngberg
remarked, "I like to swim." The men's
backstrokers had an equally good day.
After getting his best times of the season junior, Eric Biegeleisen commented,
"I like to swim too."
Sophomore sprinter and sports editor,
Coley Dale was happy with his 50 and
100-yard freestyle when he had two of
the best performances this season. He
contributed his performance in the 50 to
what he called "the best start of my life."
After the meet Dale commented, "after
the scores and the times all that matters
is that we had fun, now bring on the
strippers!"
Women butterflyers Lydia Barrett,
Katie Laf leur, and Bernard came through
with big swims in both the 100 and 200yard events. Senior medley swimmer
Chris Nicholas also had a fine swim despite a sore back.
Although unsubstantiated, sources
say that diving also took place during the
meet. When asked for a comment on the
performance of the Trinity Divers, freshman swimmer and pseudo-diver Adam
Casavant said "They all did great.but
then again, you have to realize diving is
easy."
Coach Kristen Noone was happy with
the accomplishments of both teams. She
was looking towards NESCAC's where
she expects the women to have a great

Men's Basketball
Beats Amherst
Trinity has the best record in theNESCAC
BY JON PROSNIT

Sports Writer

Trinity Men's Basketball pulled out
two victories this past week, both games
were capped by furious second half
comebacks. On Tuesday, Trinity traveled
to Worcester, Mass to battle Clark
Univesity and on Saturday, Trinity took
on NESCAC rival Amherst in Hartford.
Trinity's two victories extend their
record to 14 - 3 overall and 4 -1 in the
NESCAC.
The Bantam's currently are at the top
of the NESCAC and have all but solidified a place in the NESCAC tournament.
If the Bantams can hold on to first place
they will earn a first round by in the
NESCAC tournament. Holding on to
first place would also mean that Trinity
would host the finals and semifinals of
the NESCAC tournament.
Trinity's victory over Clark was keyed
by Senior Captain Colin Tabb and Senior
guard Mike Labella. Despite being down
by nine points at half time Trinity rallied in the second half to beat Clark 66
-61.
Tabb dropped 19 points and hauled
down 10 rebounds while Labella scored
18 and was four of five from three point
land. The victory was important for the
Bants because coming into the game
Clark was ranked second in the northeast.
The game against Amherst once
again found Trinity down at the half.
Amherst shot 57 percent in the first half
including 7 of 9 on three-pointers and
took a 44 -35 lead at half-time. However,

intense defense and a dominating inside
game helped Trinity chip away at the
Amherst lead. The second half charge
was led by junior forward Brian Dion,
Julian Bah, the team's starting center,
and Tabb. Dion scored six straight
points to start the second half and ended
the game with 15 points and 5 boards.
Bah, the leading shotblocker in the
NESCAC, totaled 17 points, 6 rebounds
and 4 rejections in Trinity's 78 -74 victory.
The game was exciting from the start
to finish as both teams went on mini
runs throughout. The game was tied at
74-74 with a minute to play when the
Bantams called on their Captain Colin
Tabb.
Tabb, who dropped 27 points 10 assists against Amherst, took the ball
drove the key and banked in a runner
with 35 seconds left to go in the game.
With the crowd screaming and chanting defense, Amherst threw up an errant
shot. Senior Mike Keohane grabbed the
rebound. He was promptly fouled and
went to the line for two free throws.
Keohane calmly iced the game, converting both foul shots and sealing the Trinity victory. "
Trinity has two away games coming
up including a big NESCAC game
against Connecticut College in New
London. On Tuesday the Bantams will
travel to Troy, New York and take on
Rensselear, then Friday the team will
take on Connecticut College. If you are
not heading down to support the Bants
next Friday in New London, then you
can catch allof the action live on WRTC
at 7:00 PM.
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Men's Hockey Sweeps Weekend Games W-Squash
Trinity Hockey Beats Southern Maine University and Salem State College
Continued from page twenty
platoon of defensemen, including junior
Martins Lans, junior Michael Sayre,
freshmen Sean Doherty, junior Matt
Brown, senior Dave Kleiner, and sophomore Mike Potoczak. "All of the
defensemen played very well for us," said
Dunham. "They made a lot of good decisions with the puck."
The Bantams shined offensively as
well, as five players teamed up to score
the six Bantam goals. Sophomore Forward Greg O'Leary led the way with two
goals.
One of O'Leary's goals was particularly impressive. The goal, which was
called the prettiest of the season, came
off two one-touch passes from Martins
and Greason.

Greason, Fenwick, Senior Denis Petrov,
and Junior Mark Colwell also tacked on
goals for the Bantams.
"They were both much needed wins,"
said Senior Captain Dave Kleiner. "We
bounced back from two losses, and this
weekend got us back on track for the
home stretch, which we can hopefully
continue into the playoffs."
The Bantams are now tied with Colby
for second place in the NESCAC, each
team has twenty-one points.
Coming off this weekend's solid performance, the Bants will look to overtake
Colby in the standings this weekend in
Hartford.
To do so, Dunham believes that the
team must "make a total commitment,
play hard for sixty minutes, and get their

Coley Dale V3:
Usually in this column, I think
very long and hard about my
answer, but this was easy one
Lets face it, if a high school dropout loses his job at Arby's and decides to become a racecar driver,
what is to stop him? Is he impaired by his inability to run the
40 in 4.5 seconds? No. Is he impaired by his 35% bodyfat? No. I
apoligize to all those who think
the "sport" is one of strategy, precision, and teamwork, but the
car does all the work. How is it a
sport if it envolves no physical
conditioning? It isn't a sport, it
requires no physical ability.

noses dirty, like they did against Salem
State."
This weekend's performance has them
pointed in the right direction as they
continue to elevate their play. The team
would appreciate your attendance this
weekend.
Coach Dunham's squad has essentially guatanteed itself a spot in the upcoming NESCAC tournament. If the
team is able to continue its strong play,,
then an NCAA birth is definitely within
the team's reach.
The team battle Colby at 7:45 on Friday. Trinity will then take on Bowdoin
at 4:30 Friday afternoon. Both games
will be played at the Kingswood Oxford
School's hockey rink.

Editors' Picks
Is NASCAR a Sport, Or Just a
Bunch of Sweaty Hicks
Watch ing Non-A th letes Drive
Around A Track?

Victorious
Women's Team Knocks
Off Top-Ranked Harvard
Continued from page twenty
tional Championships.
The team will continue its quest for a
title. On Tuesday Head Coach Bartlett's
squad will travel to Providence, Rl and
take on Brown University. The team will
then return to Hartford for two critical
home matches against Amherst and
Cornell.
The Amherst match is at 7:00 pm on
Thursday and the Cornell match is Saturday at 11:00 am, as always the team
would really appreciate a large turnout
from the student body.

Shane Early '03:
OK NASCAR is a sport, now
golf that's not a sport. Golf's a
game, but NASCAR's a sport and
this is why: Anything you can
dowell while your drinking and
smoking isn't a sport.
All these people who say
NASCAR isn't a sport are the
same people who have seven accidents on their driving record
NASCAR drivers have to have
unbelievable reflexes and they
have to keep their focus for fivehundred laps. Have you ever seer
these guys. They don't look like
Craig Stadler. Their actually ir
shape, because they have to be
sport and you hav
to be in shape if you want to compete

Bantam Scoreboard
Saturday, February 3:
Women's Basketball v. Amherst: L 78-54

Thursday, February 1

Mens Hockey v. Salem State: L 10-1
Men's Squash v. Harvard: W 5-4

Wrestling v. Coast Guard: L 30-18

Mens Basketball v. Amherst: W 78-74
Women's Squash v. Harvard: W 5-4

Wednesday,January 31:
Women's Swimming and Diving v. Colby: L
Women's Swimming and Diving v. Bowdoin: W

Women's Hockey v. Holy Cross: L 4-3

Men's Swimming and Diving v. Coiby and Bowdoin: L
Men's Indoor Track at Tufts invitational: Finished 6th

Tuesday, Jan uary 30:

Women's Indoor Track at Tufts Invitational: Finished 8th
Men's Basketballv. Clark: W 66-61
Women's Basketball v. Western Connecticut: L 70-65

Friday, February 2:
Women's Hockey v. Connecticut College: L 4-1
Men's Hockey v. Southern Maine: W 5-2
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Bantam Squash Creams Crimson
Lady Bantams ToppleTop RankedCrimson
BY KATHRYN
YOUNGBERG

Sports Writer

This past Saturday, February
2, nerves were tight and anticipations high at Harvard, when
Trinity's squash team met the
Crimson, the nation's top
ranked team.
Trinity prevailed in a close
match. Trinity's 5 to 4 victory
will likely knock Harvard out
of the top ranked position in
NCAA women's squash.
The real excitement came
from the idea that in next
week's Intercollegiate squash
rankings Trinity will likely
hold the top spot in both the
men's and women's rankings.
This would be the first time
that the two top-ranked
squash teams are from same
institution.
This acollade is well deserved. The players from the
team have put in an amazing
amount of hard work. This
dedication has put the
women's team in a position
where they are legitimate contenders for this year's national
championship.
Saturday was filled with a
number of close matches. The
crowd was both tense and attentive, as they watched the
Bantams take on the topranked Harvard squad.
A large Trinity contingent
traveled up to Cambridge to
watch the match. Captain
Janine Thompson '02 commented on the support saying it
was "nice to see."
Though the majority of the

squash team in the country.
The season is not over yet.
While the victory over Harvard
will give the team confidence
for the rest of their season, it is
not necessarily insurance that
Trinity will win the national
title.
As Escobar points out,
Harvard will be "hungry and
more pumped" to revenge
their loss. In the next three
weeks, the women have four
games left in their regular
season: Brown, Amherst,
Cornell, and Princeton.
The team will have to remain focused if it hopes to
complete its undefeated
season. If the team continues to work hard in practice,
then the Bantams should be
in top form going in the
NCAA Women's Squash
National Championship
Tournament.
On February 16 through
the 18, they will compete for
the team National title at
the Howe Cup, played at
Yale University, which Thompson says "is the major
foeus 'pi3mi1"'ioT'1iTattfiTs''
James Cabot
point." After'that, the
Pam Saunders '03 about to serve
WISA Singles Championimportant victory in her third ships at Harvard will be an opgame. Freshman Barbara portunity for members of the
Escobar commented, "I looked team to compete on a more inat my teammates and saw that dividual level.
This victory, but the Trinity
we were all so nervous. I was
watching the games literally Women's Squash team in posishaking-completely tense. But tion to capture its first National
through it all, everybody sup- title. With two more weeks of
practice and continued imported everybody.
" It was really fun but ex- provement should make Trinity
hausting." When it was all over, one of the favorites at the
the Trinity Women's Squash upcomingWomen's Team NaTeam had proven that they were
capable of beating any women's
See SQUASH on page 19
matches were close, the most
crucial match of the day was
Claire Austin's. The sophomore
won her match in three games
and it was this victory that
guaranteed the Bantams victory.
Freshman Lynnie Minkowski
was down two games in her
match, but came back with an

Men Defeat Harvard 5-4
earn a victory. Despite not playing as well as they had hoped,
Sports Editor
the team was pleased to come
away from the Harvard match
This past Saturday the Trin- with a victory. The match was
ity Men's Squash team traveled filled with surprises, including
up to Cambridge, Massachu- the defeat of Lefika Ragontse
setts and took on Harvard Uni-' '02, one of Trinity's returning
versity. This match drew Ail-Americans.
national attention as it pitted
The match was extremely
the nation's top two teams close and the outcome came to
against each other. Both teams down to the day's final matches.
were undefeated coming into The team scores mirrored each
this past weekend's match and other. Neither team was able to
both teams had won all their pull ahead. With the match tied
matches in decisive, 9-0, fash- at two, Trinity jumped out to a
ion. Yet, despite having to play 3-2 lead, but Harvard quickly
in an extremely hostile environ- answered back and even the
ment without two their top match at three.
players, Trinity was still able to
' Trinity soon took the lead 4-3
secure a 5-4 victory.
and with only two matches left,
In recent years, Trinity and the Bantams needed only one
Harvard have dominated the more match to ensure victory.
squash world. The success of The two remaining matches
the two programs has made the were of the marathon variety.
schools natural rivals. This They pitted Rohan Juneja '02
match is the most anticipated against the Harvard number
and important of the year for five and Nick Kyme '03 against
both squads. The Harvard the Harvard captain.
match is always a tough one,
With Kyme's match still up in
but this year Trinity was espe- the air, Juneja jumped out to a 2cially trying as the Bantams 1 lead over his opponent. Need^ d
ing only one more game to
p
secure
his match, Juneja estabJonathan Smith '03 and Rohan
Bhappu '02, as both players had lished a commanding lead in
fallen victim to the flu. With- the fourth game. After reaching
out Smith and Bhappu, Trinity match point, Juneja appeared to
was forced to bump two players have the match won until the
referee a Juneja point in favor of
up into their top nine.
Adding to Trinity's difficul- a let. Despite the setupjuneja reties was the large crowd that mained focused on finished off
filled Harvard's squash com- his match and Harvard on the
plex. While the girl's squash game's next point.
Also earning victories for the
team shook containers full of
coins, Harvard students and Bantams were Michael Ferriera
alumni waived the Crimson's '04, who looked extremely impressive filling in for Smith at
flag behind the courts.
In the face of all these distractions, Trinity was still able to
See SQUASH on page 17
B Y SHANE EARLY

Men's Hockey Takes Two on Northern Swing
BY PATRICK
MARINARO

Sports Writer

Coming off a midseason lull,
the Trinity College Men's
Hockey team got back on track
this past weekend, as they defeated both Southern Maine and
Salem State in a pair of tough
road games.
The Bantams regained the
form that enabled them to defeat highly ranked Norwich
and Middlebury teams earlier
in the year. This weekend was
an extremely important one as
the Bants were able to notch
four points, heading into one of
the most important weekends
of the season, as the Bantams
will take on NESCAC rivals
Bowdoin and Colby.
The road trip began Friday at
Southern Maine, where the Bantams scored early and often on
their way to a 5-2 victory over
the hometown Huskies.

The Bantams struggled at points, a goal and an assist.
a two-goal lead heading into the
times, as the game was marked
The scoring started off first intermission:
by penalties. "It was a game we quickly as freshman Forward
The scoring continued as
struggled through", said Coach Colin Wilson-Murphy scored soon as the bantams were let
John Dunout of the
ham "but we
locker
played well
room.
enough to
Greason
win".
scored
Putting 35
forty secshots on net
onds into
and convertthe secing 3 of 6
ond pepower, play
r iod,
opportuniduring a
ties enabled
5 on 4
the Bants to
powerplay
take a 4-0
chance,
lead before
freshSouthern
,
men forMaine fi- Steve LaBrie'04 fights off a Southern Maine check WWW.TrilNCOLL.EDU w a r d
nallygotone
Kevin
past junior
goalie
Geoff
Faulkner. two minutes and twelve sec- then scored with just less than
o
Faulkner continued his impres- onds into the game, giving Trin- six minutes left in the period.
sive play in net, stopping 17 of ity a lead, which they would
Southern Maine finally got
19 Husky shots.
never relinquish.
on the Scoreboard with a little
Junior forward Matt Greason
Fenwick then scored on a over three and a half minutes to
led the Bantam attack with two power play, giving the Bantams play in the period when Tom

Coates converted on a Southern
Maine powerplay.
Chris Santiago then scored
again for the Huskies shortly
after the beginning of the third
period, but Trinity quickly
bounced back as freshmen forward Steve LaBrie capped off
the Bantam's scoring. Labrie's
powerplay goal came with just
under four minutes left to play.
Coming off Friday's victory,
the Bantams traveled to Salem
State, where they took on the
seventh ranked Vikings. For the
first time in a while, the Bantams were playing with the effort and intensity that coach
Dunham has come to expect.
It was a game in which every •
player contributed, especially
with the Bantam penalty kill.
The balanced attack enabled the
Bantams to rest their top lines
and defeat the Vikings 6-3.
The Bantams were led by a
See HOCKEY on page 19

